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Abstract
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging has rapidly advanced since the 
first imaging experiments were performed in 1973. Today high quality 
liquids images are routinely formed for non invasive medical diagnosis. 
At present solids imaging lags far behind liquids imaging in terms of image 
quality. This is primarily due to the technical difficulty in imaging very 
broad linewidths inherent for solids. Since the mid 1980's a vast range of 
diverse and ingenious solids imaging techniques have been invented.
This thesis represents work in one of the most promising lines of 
research for solids imaging; multiple pulse line narrowing. It builds on the 
Doctoral Thesis of my predecessor Dr P.P. Tokarczuk.
The research was performed on a 30 MHz Magnex Scientific Ltd 
superconducting magnet, magnetic field gradient set and three Vechron 
7780 amplifiers. This equipment replaced the existing Varian 
Electrom agnet and amplifiers. A large portion of the work in interfacing 
and programming the multiple pulse sequences with the homebuilt 
spectrom eter of Dr P. J. McDonald is not described. Only the most 
im portant experiments and calculations were included for coherence and 
brev ity
The reader is brought on a clear route through the thesis:
The fundamentals of NMR is described followed by the theory and 
analysis of the zig zag 6 pulse imaging sequence. It is theoretically shown 
that a more efficient sequence can be made from 4 sub cycles o f the zig zag 
sequence with blipped gradients. The sequence is implemented and images 
shown from chapter 5.
A new Patented 2DFT imaging technique is implemented and 
demonstated. It is compared to three other techniques.
An analysis o f gradient amplfier properties, eddy currents and the 
m anufacture o f a new commecial high field actively shielded gradient set is 
described.
The quantitive analysis of water mobility in zeolite A using m ultiple 
pulse imaging techniques to illucidate structure is described.
Conclusions o f the research and success o f multiple pulse NMR are 
given. Future experiments are suggested.
This research was funded by the British Technology Group and 
Magnex Scientific Ltd.
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CHAPTER 1
The Physical Principles And Theory of 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
1.1.1. Classical Treatment
1,1.2. Continuous Wave Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was 
discovered independently by Bloch et al [1] and by Purcell et al [2]. They 
observed the resonant absorption of radio frequency (rf) electromagnetic 
radiation by atomic nuclei in a magnetic field. The early experiments were 
perform ed by sweeping the magnetic field whilst irradiating the sample at 
constant frequency. The sample was held in a small tuned coil, the axis of 
which was perpendicular to the static field. This technique and the variant 
in which the field is constant and the frequency swept became known as 
continuous wave NMR. To understand this effect from a classical 
view point consider a sample consisting of N nuclear spins with magnetic 
moment After a certain time the sample reaches equilibrium  in the 
m agnetic field. The energy of a particular nucleus is given by
E. = -p . -B [1.1]
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It is generally assumed that the magnetic field is in the Z direction and of 
m agnitude B q s o  that
E = B, [1.2]
Lower energy orientations of the magnetic moments are favoured over 
higher energy orientations according to the Boltzmann distribution so that 
the sample possesses a bulk or macroscopic nuclear magnetisation. The 
bulk m agnetisation is given by Curie's law [3].
Where y is the magnetogyric ratio, N is the number of spins, % is Plack's 
constant, kg is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature. I  is 
the nuclear spin quantum number and the identity.
Pj = yh l. [1.4]
has been used. In equilibrium, the nuclei align with the applied magnetic 
field. D isturbed from equilibrium the nuclei and hence the bulk 
m agnetisation precess about the applied field at the Larmor angular 
frequency given by;
©L -  yB, [1.5]
The radio frequency irradiation provides the necessary perturbation to 
stimulate precession when the frequencies are matched and absorption of r f  
power is observed. It can be shown that the r f  power absorbed is directly 
proportional to the inquadrature susceptibility %"(©) (Abragam[4]). The in
2
phase susceptibility %'(m) can be derived from %"(m) using the Kramers- 
Kronig relations.
The chemical shift phenomenon was discovered independently by 
Proctor and Yu [5] and by Dickinson [6] in 1950. Chemical shift is the 
small but m easurable change in resonant frequency resulting from the 
magnetic field screening effect of bound electrons. Its discovery led to 
experimental high resolution spectroscopy and the production of the first 
commercial NMR spectrometer in 1953.
Continuous wave techniques were largely replaced in the 1970's by 
pulsed techniques in which the transient response of the nuclei following an 
excitation burst of r f  is monitored.
1,1.3, Pulsed NMR and the Free Induction Decay
The advantages of the pulsed techniques over continuous wave 
technique are numerous. In essence a square envelope pulse of rf  
irradiation of duration will excite spins over a bandwidth of 1/t^ Hz. All 
spins are irradiated simultaneously by the rf  pulse, so that the measurement 
time is greatly reduced. Consequently the pulsed experiment can be 
perform ed much faster than the continuous wave experiment and hence 
repeated to improve the signal to noise by averaging. Artifacts arising from 
the continuous wave experiment being performed incorrectly such as too 
rapid a sweep rate are eliminated because the spectrum is exited in "one 
go". A classical analysis is as follows:
The r f  pulse consists of an alternating magnetic field B,,(t)=2BiCOScot 
which is applied perpendicular to the main field Bq. This can be thought of 
as two counter rotating components of equal amplitude.
= Bj (i cos cot + j sin mt) 
B l = Bj(i cos cot - j sin cot)
[ 1.6 ]
[1.7]
At resonance we may neglect B^ because it is rotating at a frequency -co and 
can be thought of as being off resonance during the pulse. The nuclei 
precess about an effective field B^ff=B(,+BR. The time dependence of B^^, 
due to the time dependence of Br, is removed by using a coordinate system 
rotating at a frequency co about the Z axis. In this coordinate system Br and 
Bo are static. Taking the X' axis in the rotating frame along Br, it can be 
seen that:
COk (B — ) +  :B, [ 1.8]
Bo-co/y
B eff
X
Bi
Figure 1.1 The effective field and components.
The effective field and its components are shown above in figure 1.1
At resonance co = yB and the effective field will be along the X' axis. 
By turning on Br for a specific time t^ the spins initially parallel to the Z
axis can be made to rotate through an angle 0=yBTw about the X' axis. 
Figure 1.2. shows the motion of the m agnetisation \x in the rotating
4
coordinate system.
Beff
X
Figure 1.2 The motion of in the rotating coordinate system.
The r f  pulse is applied using the coil orthogonal to the main field. 
The same coil or a second orthogonal coil can he used to detect the signal.
In many instances is chosen to rotate the spins through ti/2 ( a 90“ 
pulse). After the excitation pulse the spins initially in therm al equilibrium 
along the Z axis, are rotated 90° about the X' axis to be aligned along the Y' 
axis. They now precess about Bq inducing an emf in the coil which may be 
observed; norm ally by quadrature phase detection in the rotating frame. 
The transient signal acquired is called a "free induction decay" or F.I.D 
since it is recorded in the presence of the static field only. It represents the 
decay of m agnetisation in the X’Y', the rotating coordinate plane. The 
Fourier Transform of the time domain F.I.D is proportional to the 
continuous wave frequency spectrum. This relation was first proved by 
Lowe N orb erg in 1957 [7].
1.1.4. Relaxation Times and the Bloch Equations
The F.I.D, in a perfectly homogeneous field will decay in a time
characterised by the time constant Tg, the spin-spin relaxation time. T2  is 
sample dependent with values ranging from less than 10 ps for rigid solids 
to seconds for pure liquids.
Faster decay occuring on a time sc ale may result from magnetic 
field inhomogeneity which disperses magnetisation in the X'Y' plane. Tj is 
instrum ent dependent. The reason for this decay is as follows. An intense 
90° pulse coherently rotates the equilibrium magnetisation of a sample in to 
the X’Y' plane. Soon after, the individual spin isochromats constituting the 
m agnetisation will dephase because some spin isochromats are in slightly 
higher magnetic fields than others. Variations arise due to local 
interactions w ithin the sample (Tg) or magnet inhomogeneities A spin
isochrom at is defined as a portion of the sample which experiences the same 
homogenous magnetic field. Hence in time, the isochromats will have 
spread out and the net X'Y' magnetisation goes to zero. T  ^ decay is also 
known as spin - spin or transverse relaxation.
Spin echo techniques have been developed to remove the effects of 
field inhomogeneity. A well known one is the Carr Purcell Meiboom Gill 
sequence [8] in which the maxima of odd echoes resulting from 90^x(±180y2 
t)„ pulses are sampled. This amplitude decays, even in an inhomogeneous 
applied field, with the time constant T .^ The reader is referenced to Slichter 
[9] for a fuller description.
Relaxation of the perturbed magnetisation back to thermal 
equilibrium , i.e along the Z axis is by the transfer of quanta of energy to the 
"lattice". The lattice is the thermal reservoir in which the nuclei are 
immersed which absorbs energy by way of mechanisms such as vibration or 
molecular rotation. The characteristic time constant is known as T ,^ the 
longitudinal or spin lattice relaxation time. It is normally much greater than 
T 2  for solids, but can be similar, but not shorter, than T  ^ for liquids.
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Felix Bloch proposed the equations below to describe the motion of 
the m acroscopic magnetism in the rotating reference frame
[1.9]
^  = -((OL-(o)iiz + - y  [ l . H ]
(Harris [10], equations 3.13 to 3.15. Where it is assumed that the radio 
frequency pulse field Bj is along X' and is the equilibrium m agnetisation
along the Z axis. The components of magnetization in the plane 
perpendicular to Bq along X' and Y' is designated Px M-y respectively. 
The Larmor frequency about Bg is designated by These basic rotating 
frame equations describe a wealth of macroscopic m agnetisation behaviour. 
It can be shown that the quantum m echanical parameters obey these same 
equations of motion [9]. Thus a great insight into NMR can be achieved 
through a mix of quantum and classical analysis.
1.2.1. Quantum Mechanical Description of N.M.R
The classical description of NMR proves inadequate for a complete 
analysis involving solids. This is primarily due to the complexity o f the 
dipolar interaction which is not averaged to zero by molecular motion. To 
understand more fully Quantum Theory must be drawn upon. Defining p
and J  as the total magnetic moment and total angular momentum ooperators 
o f the nucleus respectively, we can write p  = yJ. Defining a dimensionless 
angular momentum spin operator I by
J - / Z Î  [1.12]
The spin operator has components î^,îy and I .^
1.2.2, Hamiltonians and Eigenfunctions
The Hamiltonian is an energy operator which operates on a wave 
function. Its Eigenvalues are the energy levels of the system. The 
Ham iltonian for the interaction of a magnetic field B and a nuclear 
magnetic moment p  is given by the simple expression;
H — - p  " B [1.13]
If  the field  is along the Z axis and of magnitude Bg then
H = -Y^Bg-î, [1.14]
The Eigenvalues are called Zeeman levels in NMR and are quantised
according to
E — -y/zBgmj mj —-I,-I + l, ...+I [1.15]
Thus for a proton , a spin 1=V2 particle, it will have two Zeeman
8
energy levels conventionally called "spin up" and "spin down". The energy 
difference between these states is
AE = ^yBo = [1.16]
An oscillating magnetic field of frequency cOl applied perpendicular to the 
static field will induce transitions between levels when;
0 = 0 ) ^ =  yBg [1.17]
the resonance condition. This condition arrives because the perturbing rf  
Ham iltonian
Hrf = Y^BXcos(cDLt) [1.18]
connects states which differ by mi= +/-1, although m ultiple quantum 
transitions are also observable [3].
1.3 The Density Matrix And NMR
W hilst much of NMR can be described classically using the Bloch 
equations and diagrams of the rotating reference frame, this is not possible 
for solid state multiple pulse experiments due to the quantum nature of the 
dipolar interaction.
The density matrix formalism of quantum mechanics can however be 
used to predict NMR observables in a multiple pulse experiment.
Start by considering a system descibed by a wave function Y.
' P = S C „ U „  [1.19]
W here is an orthonormal set of basis functions and C„C* is the 
probability of being in state U„.
The expectation value of the X component of m agnetisation is 
proportional to the expectation value of the operator.
< î x > = S  C X < m | Î J n >  [1.20]
C :C „ [1.21]
It is convenient to form the elements and C„ into a two dimensional 
matrix. The m atrix of the average value of these elements is known as the 
density m atrix opetator p. The elements of p are given by
<n l p l m>  = C X  [1.22]
The density matrix obeys the Lioville-Von Neumann equation. This 
is the equivalent o f the Schrodinger equation :
^  = -i[H(t),p(t)] [1.23]
The formal solution is
p(t) = Û (t)p (0 )Û X t) [1.24]
where the evolution operator Uis defined as
10
Û(t) = te x p ( - i j  H(t)dt) [1.25]
0
T is the Dyson time ordering operator which rearranges Ham iltonians which 
do not commute in consecutive order. If the Dyson operator can be 
neglected and the Hamiltonian is constant we have the special case;
Û(t) = ex p A ) [1.26]m
The evolution of the density m atrix then has the simple form
= [1.27]
W here H is the Hamiltonian operator describing the system at time t. This 
is a standard result from quantum mechanics and is described in any good 
text on the subject [11].
For example, suppose that following a 90° pulse the spins are 
described by 1^(0) and that they are precessing about Z at angular frequency 
CO, then;
I,(t) = exp-"’''î ,e x p " " ' [1.28]
is proportional to the x component o f magnetisation at time t.
The density m atrix enables the expectation value of an operator Q to 
be evaluated by ;
11
< Q >  = TXQp) [1.29]
When Tr is the trace of the density matrix, ie the sum of the diagonal 
elements.
1.4 Introduction To Liquids Imaging
As previously mentioned, liquids have long or spin spin relaxation 
times o f the order o f seconds. In the frequency domain this corresponds to 
a narrow NMR line. Line widths between 0.1 and 10 Hz may be observed.
Neglecting technical difficulties, imaging is achieved by causing 
nuclei at different locations to resonate at different frequencies by the 
application of magnetic field gradients. By measuring the amplitude of 
resonance at each frequency a density map can be built up. If  a linear field 
gradient g  ^ is applied in the X direction the spins precess with frequency y 
gxX in the rotating frame. This is called frequency encoding; the precession 
frequency is directly proportional to X and hence encodes the nuclei's 
position.
If  the linear density o f the m agnetisation within the sample is F(x), 
the m agnetisation will have components;
oc j  F(x)sin(ygxt)dx
[1.30]
Py, OC J  F(x)cos(ygxt)dx
We may defining a complex magnetisation p = p , +ip^. and re-writing
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00
n ( t )  oc J P(x)e'^'dx [1.31]
-00
The one dimensional spin profile can be obtained by Fourier 
transform ation.
00
F(x) = ( ^ )R e  J M.(t)e'®“dt [1.32]
%
-00
1.4.2. Back Projection
If  the above procedure was repeated many times, each time rotating 
the gradient through a small angle between 0 and tt, a two dimensional data 
set would be obtained. Using the appropriate back projection algorithm 
(Brooks & di Chiro [12]) a two dimensional spin density image can be 
reconstructed. The most w idely adopted method of describing imaging is to 
use the reciprocal or k-space description, where the components o f k aret
defined k^(t) = y j  g^(t')dt' where g„ is the gradient strength in X, Y or Z
0
direction.
For back projection data is recorded radially from the centre of k- 
space. This is shown in figure 1.3. A major disadvantage is that k-space is 
inefficiently covered; star and streak artifacts are common after 
reconstruction. Despite these drawbacks the relative experimental 
sim plicity has popularised this method in solids imaging to be described 
later.
1.4.3. Two Dimensional Fourier Transform Imaging (2DFT)
13
Kx
Figure 1.3 A Data Set o f a Back Projection Experiment.
H» 9-------* -
* •---
K y
- # -------» ------O------- 9-------# -------9-
 0  0 -
Kx
- 9 ---------9 --------Q  0  9 ---------9 ---------9  0
Figure 1.4. The Data Set of A 2DFT Experiment
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An alternative to frequency encoding is phase encoding, where the angle 
through which a spin processes during a fixed encoding time is recorded as 
a function of gradient strength [13],[14].
The essence of the 2DFT experiment is a period of phase (or less 
often frequency) encoding in one direction followed immediately by a 
period of frequency encoding in a orthogonal direction during which the 
data is read out. The experiment is repeated for incremented values of 
thephase gradient. Using 2DFT, K-space is sampled on a rectilinear grid. 
The image is reconstructed by 2-Dimensional Fourier transform ation. The 
improvement in image quality is significant, partly because k space is 
sampled linearly. The image reconstruction is far less susceptible to 
artifacts and noise in the data set. In particular star and streak artifacts are 
largely eliminated. Figure 1.4 illustrates a 2DFT data set.
1.5 Imaging of Solids
In solids a broad resonance line is obtained, typically several kHz 
wide. To resolve the separate resonant frequencies in different parts o f the 
sample large magnetic fields gradients o f the order of 100 Gauss/cm must 
be used if  liquid state techniques are to be adopted. This is technically very 
difficult.
For this reason solids imaging has not emulated the success of liquids 
imaging from the first results of Lauterbur [15] and M ansfield et al [16] in 
1973 to present day routine clinical imaging.
The technical problems associated with the NMR imaging of solids 
are considerable and in part have concerned the difficulty of switching large 
magnetic field gradients very rapidly.
Despite being the main liquids imaging technique 2DFT is rarely
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implemented in solids imaging. This is mainly due to the increased 
experimental complexity of the 2DFT over back projection. In 2DFT during 
the course of one free induction decay, the phase gradient has to be 
switched off to be replaced by the frequency encode gradient. For back 
projection methods a single frequency encode gradient throughout the 
experiment w ill suffice.
In chapter 3 a new 2DFT line narowing NMR imaging technique is 
demonstrated to overcome these problems. This new technique line narrows 
the broad solid line whilst simultaneously allowing the gradient switching. 
It is appropriate at this moment to discuss the main line broadening 
mechanisms.
1.6.1. Line Broadening Mechanisms
1.6.2. Dipolar Broadening
Usually the largest interaction for hydrogenated solids is the dipolar 
interaction. The other interactions discussed below are generally much 
sm aller or indeed zero and are considered as perturbations.
Classically the interaction energy between the two dipoles Pi and 
separated by r is;
-  „ 3(r.|i,)(r.m )E, = [1.33]
The quantum m echanical equivalent operator is the Van Vleck [17] 
dipolar Ham iltonian normally w ritten as the sum of six terms Â -F
/V 11 V V  _ /\ /\ /V /\ /\H = - ^ ^ ^ ' ( A  + B + C + D + E + F) [1.34]4n r
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A = I,,L,(l-3cos"e) [1.35]
B = T ( I . X + U j ( l - c o s ^ e )  [1.36]
C = - | ( U z  + L L  sm8cos8e [1.37]
D = - fâ Â z  + Î.A.)sin0cosee‘* [1.38]
F = - |( î ,_  îj.) suxW * [1.40]
In which 0 and ^  are the polar coordinate angles o f the inter nuclear 
vector r, and 0 in particular is the angle between Bq and r. The terms Â to 
F are averaged to zero by molecular tumbling in a liquid and hence may be 
neglected. In comparison the nuclei of solids may be considered rigidly 
"fixed in position" in a lattice arrangement. However, it can be shown [9] 
that terms B through to F are off diagonal in the Hamiltonian matrix with 
basis states |mu,mi2 > and are also small compared to the difference in the 
connecting diagonal elements. Hence while they very much affect spin 
lattice relaxation they do not significantly affect the Zeeman energies o f the 
system and hence do not affect the line width or T .^ The terms Â and B are 
retained, Â because it is completely diagonal and B because it connects 
degenerate basis states. We are left with the truncated Van Vleck dipolar 
Hamiltonian.
17
H. = ).(l-3cos^(e)).(3ÎX  -Î ..Î ,)  [1.41]l  4?ir
1.6.3. Electronic Interactions
(a) Chemical Shift
The electron cloud surrounding the nucleus is rotated by the main 
static field Bg. This produces a magnetic field at the nucleus which opposes
the static field and "shields the nucleus". In a liquid anisotropic effects are 
averaged to zero and only the isotropic shielding remains such that the 
effective field experienced by the nucleus is B^= Bo(l-a), where a  is the 
shielding constant. B  ^ is obviously less than that experienced by a bare 
nucleus.
(b) Scalar or JJ Coupling
This is an indirect coupling between two nuclei via the bonding 
electrons o f nuclei in the same molecule. It is very small in relation to 
other effects but is crucial to the power of high resolution spectroscopy in 
which other effects have been removed.
(c) Knight Shifts
The Knight shift [18] arises from nuclei interacting with the fields of 
conduction electrons and is only significant in metals and very heavily 
doped semiconductors.
1.6.4. Nuclear Quadrupole Interaction
Nuclei with spin I > V2  have a non spherical distribution of electric 
charge and hence an electric quadrupole moment. This moment interacts
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with electric field gradients arising from electrons or other nuclei. The 
electric field gradients at the nucleus may be further increased by distorted 
closed electron shells in close proximity to the nucleus. The energy 
perturbations associated with this effect will act as substantial line 
broadening mechanisms.
1.6.5. Bulk - Susceptibility
Susceptibility broadening arises from non-uniformities in the texture 
o f a large sample. Variations in bulk magnetic susceptibility cause 
inhomogeneities in the applied field which in turn cause a spread in 
resonant frequencies. For porous media with small pores the effect can be 
substantial.
1.7.1. N.M.R. Imaging Of Solids - A Brief Reveiw
Three broad categories of experimental methods have been developed 
for solid state NMR imaging. In the first category are techniques using 
large magnetic field gradients (Emid & Creighton [19] and Cottrell, Halse & 
Strange [2 0 ]) to  overcome the broad spectral line widths. In the second 
cater gory are techniques which use much smaller gradients but which 
require considerable narrowing of the line either by multiple pulse methods 
[16] or by magic angle rotation (Cory, Os and Veeman [21]). Finally there 
are several specialist techniques suited to a limited range of applications 
(Szeverenyi & M aciel [22]). A review of early work has been made by 
Tokarczuk [23] and Jezzard et al [24]. A brief review of the the most 
im portant and recent developments is included here.
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1.7.2. The First N.M.R. Multiple Pulse Imaging of Solids 
Experiments
The earliest multiple pulse N.M.R. solid Imaging experiments were 
perform ed by M ansfield and Grannell in 1973 [16] and 1975 [25]. They 
implemented the following MREV pulse sequence [26]:
y (x x T ÿ 2 x y x x  2xxty2 'cyT X 'c)j^  [1.42]
Where y and x are y and x phase r f  pulses, x the inter pulse time and N the 
number of repeated experimental cycles. The magnetistions were sampled 
at the end of each sequence. The r f  pulses of the sequence acts on the 
Ham iltonian representing the system to produce an averaged Hamiltonian 
which acts over the sequence with a reduced or zero dipolar part. The 
theory of m ultiple pulse sequences is described in chapter 2  in detail with 
respect to the zig-zag sequence.
The MREV sequence was used to image a solid block of camphor. The X' 
component o f the proton signal was acquired with the signal o ff resonance 
with the gradients appllect and the cosine transform of the signal taken. 
Denoting the resonance offset by Am = ygXg and assuming a gradient in the 
x-direction, it can be shown:
Hx.(t > 0) = ^  J F(X)(cos(Ç).yg(X + X„)t) +1 [1.43]
The image appears, centred at Xo, with its re f  I ection at -Xg and an 
artefact at zero. Thus one channel of the data is sufficient for imaging in
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this case as long as the resonance offset takes the image wholly one side of 
zero.
The windows were narrow with x = 6.4 p-s and the spectrometer taken 
off resonance at 9 MHz. The decay time of the signal was extended from T^  
« 44 \xs to some 2 ms and a narrowed line of 150 Hz in width (unsealed) 
observed, centred at 1.8 kHz observed. The gradient strength was 0.77 
Gauss /cm and a spatial resolution o f 0.5 mm achieved. Three camphor 
blocks with a mean spacing of 1 . 8  mm and five blocks with a mean spacing 
of 1.06 mm were clearly resolved.
1.7.3. Phase Encoding N.M.R. Imaging of Solids
Phase encoding of solids has been an established liquids N.M.R. 
imaging technique for many years [13] [14]. The first application regarding 
solids was implemented by Emid [19].
The signal is sampled at a fixed time, and the gradient stepped 
between measurements. A Fourier transform  then yields the image times a 
(complex) factor proportonal to F(T) (equation 1.32). Emid and Creighton 
show spectra and images from two solids. The spectrum of K- myristate has 
a linewidth of approximately 2 kHz, (taken at 40 MHz with a 90® r.f. pulse 
8  ps). Two tubes of inner diameter 4 mm were visibly, but poorly resolved 
when an F.l.D . encoded with a gradient o f 8  kHz was transformed. The 
resolution was excellent when the sample was phase encoded from - 8  
kHz/cm to 4-8 kHz/cm in 64 steps. The same set of experiments was 
perform ed using two tubes of adamantane, 6.5 mm in inner diameter and 20 
mm apart. The natural line-width was measured at approximately 2 0  kHz. 
The frequency-encoding experiment showed merely a spectrum with a slight 
dip in its broad, flat peak. Phase encoding, on the other hand, resolved the
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two tubes clearly.
1.7.4 Imaging Long Range Properties of Ion Motion In Solids.
The motion of sodium ions in the solid ionic conductor p-alum ina 
were studied by Suits and White [27]. The sample had one end dipped into 
molten potassium nitrate and the flow of sodium measured by the one-to- 
one substiW mriof the sodium ions by the potassium ions. The motion was /
restricted to one plane.
A gradient of 7 Gauss/cm was applied and the FID's acquired at
24 angles, the sample being rotated 15° about its central axis between each.
Image re-construction was by means of back projection with 
convolutional filtering of 24 profiles each of 24 points. The Brooks and di 
Chiro [12] algorithm was modified slightly to account for the linewidth (1.1 
kHz) o f the transition on resonance.
A sodium density contour map was produced with a resolution of 
about 1 mm^ using a line-narrowing Lorentzian function of 1.1 kHz.
1.7.5. Two Dimensional Imaging Using Magnetisaton Storage
The MREV 8  pulse sequence was adapted by Chingas et [28] al to 
perform  a two-dimensional Fourier imaging experiment. The pulse timing 
seqence is that of x^/>Aession, 1.42. Figure 1.5 is a schematic diagram of the " /
experiment. A 90*’preparation pulse in the presence of a stabilised x phase 
encode gradient places the spins in the XY plane. The spins now evolve 
under an effective field caused by the pulse sequence acting on the 
Ham iltonian of the system.
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Figure 1.5 A schematic of the MREV - 8  Storage Experiment. A 90° pulse 
rotates the spins onto the x-y plane where they evolve under an effective 
Ham iltonian to reduce line broadening. They then evolve under the 
influence of the y gradient where they are detected.
The spins evolve for a time tj where it is stored. The x gradient is 
now switched off and the y gradient on. The spins now evolve in the 
presence of the y gradient. A % r f  pulse is applied to refocus the spins in 
the time interval t^. The experiment is repeated incrementing the x gradient 
and the time t,. The interval t^  is kept constant.
Storage can be preformed in two ways, Zeeman (spin locking along 
Bq) and spin-locking (spin locking along B,). In either case precession 
about Bq does not take place although longitudinal relaxation still occurs.
A sample of a 5mm diameter tube of adamantane surounded by a 12 
mm outer diameter rubber hose was imaged. Both samples were well
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resolved.
They showed they were able to distinguish between the two sample 
types by changing the values of the repetition and storage times.
A variation of this experiment using the Z ig-Z ag m ultiple pulse 
sequence is given in chapter 3.
1 .7.60  Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) and Imaging of Solids in the 
Lab Frame,
It was shown that the dipolar and other interactions could be 
suppressed by spinning the sample at a particular orientaion so that the 
spatial part o f equation becomes time dependant with zero average value 
[29], [30]. The rotational frequency must be greater than the static 
linewidth to be narrowed. The axis o f rotation is inclined to at an angle
of 54.74° (the magic angle).
The first attempt to perform solid state imaging using this phenonom 
was made by Cory et al [2 1 ]. A pair of Golay coils were wrapped around 
the housing of the spinner and orientated at the magic angle. The field 
gradient was not inclined along and since only the gradient component
along the static field contributes was scaled by approximately 0.58. The 
gradient was synchronised to the spining of the sample by gating a square 
wave from a photo-transducer stimulated by marks on the sample. The 
resultant field gradient is prepenndicular to the sample and rotates 
synchronously with it.
The gradient field was allowed to settle and a n i l  pulse applied. The 
m agnetisation evolves for a time t, in this gradient field after which the
gradient is shifted by 90^and the FID acquired under this new gradient for a 
time tj. The experiment is repeated incrementing t  ^ 128 times and two
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dimensonally Fourier Transforminm^ the usual way [13] .
The sample was two pieces of irregular shaped pieces of soft silicone 
rubber of 1 mm separation and length 1 mm held in a teflon cylinder of 
diameter 5.5mm. The sample as rotated at 2 KHz and the gradient strength 
was 1.7 Gauss/cm. The two pieces o f rubber could just be resolved.
Combined (sample) Rotation And Multiple- Pulse Spectroscopy 
(CRAMPS) [31],[32] line-narrowing was used to obtain a 2 D solid image 
o f low density polythene [33],[34]. The reader is referred to to literature 
for further details.
Cory and Veeman [35] describe the effect of gradient impefections on 
the experiment. They take the extreme example of gradient amplitude m is­
match between the gradient sets and consider the effect o f only one having 
one gradient. This has led to an even simpler method for imaging a rotating 
sample using a single static gradient [36]. At present this technique has 
been applied to rotating liquids. [37],[38],[39].
M atsui et al [40] have used a static gradient and an orthogonal 
linearly increasing gradient applied to a rotating sample. An even simpler 
version o f the experiment [41] is described in the case of a static sample. 
This technique has been performed on a liquid phantom.
1.7.7, ^H-Refocused Gradient Imaging Of Solids
M iller and Garroway have [42] have suggested a 24 pulse reversed 
effective field sequence dubbed REF 24 which averages all zeroth order 
Ham iltonians, except the gradient Hamiltonian to zero. The gradient was 
oscillated with a period equal to the cycle time. The imaging sequence is 
shown in figure 1 .8 .
The sequence consists o f two halves which have effective fields of
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equal magnitude but opposite sign. Thus any inhomogeneous interactions 
such as chemical shift dispersion will be refocussed during the second half 
of the sequence. The sign of the field gradients is reversed in each cycle 
ha lf to prevent their elimination.
rf l-Beffl-Beff 
!
L
Figure 1.6 The 24-Pulse REF Sequence. The pulse sequence has 36 time 
intervals, z .  The x, y, x, and y indicate the %!2 pulses in quadrature. The S 
and -S indicate the sign of possible sampling windows. A preparation pulse 
is used at the beginning of the overall sequence.
The gradients was to incorporate them in a tuned circuit, which then 
oscillated with a period equal to the multiple-pulse cycle time.
Exam ination of the sequence shows that the homonuclear dipolar 
interaction is elim inated over each half of the cycle. The average effective
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Hamiltonian over each half of the cycle is given by
Giving a scaling factor for the cycle of 2.50 and an effective field direction 
o f +(3,0,-2) for one half of the cycle and -(3,0,-2) for the other half.
A poly acrylic sample 4.5 by 5.5 by 16mm was imaged by 
recnstructing a set o f 18 one dimensional projections collected at 1 0  angular 
increments. No slice select! was used. The 90 pulse length was 4 | l i s  and 
the average strength of the oscillating gradient was 0.13mT/cm. The proton 
spectrum was line narrowed from 25kHz to 200 Hz. In comparison MREV- 
8  narrowed linewidth was 1 kHz, the difference being due to both chemical 
shift dispersion and anisotropy.
1.7.8. The Zig-Zag Multiple Pulse Sequence.
McDonald and Tokarczuk [43] have also independently presented a 6  
pulse reversed effective field cycle. This sequence also uses oscillating 
gradients in a tuned circuit with a period equal to twice the r f  pulse gap, 
the r f  pulses occuring at the gradients zero crossings.
To zeroth order all ini^nal Hamiltonians average to zero. The sign of 
the gradient was reversed in each window and the average x gradient 
Ham iltonian is
H f(x )  = ^YgxXÎ» [1.44]
The effective field is parallel to the z axis so phase cycling the prep- pulse 
is a simple matter. The magnetisation was sampled in window 6  only.
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Proton and fluorine images of a rubber bung and Teflon rod were obtained 
with this method.
This sequence is the building block of this thesis. Substantial 
improvements of data sampling in window 3 and phase cycling to the 
sequence are described in detail in chapter 2 .
1.7.9. Slice Selection Methods For The Imaging of Solids
In a recent paper by Cottrell et al [44], three methods for achieving 
slice selection in solids were presented. Two methods involve storage of 
m agnetisation during gradient, while the third employs a three-dim ensional 
reconstruction technique. Each technique was experimentally tested by 
imaging rubber samples.
The third technique is significantly better than the first two methods. 
A timing diagram is shown in figure 1.7. The resolution was 0.7mm in each 
direction but is presently lim ited by the number of projections taken.
i f  pulse sequence 
and signal
90x
Echo Used to Obtain Image
180y
Sin 6 Cos vp
gx
field gradient 
for imaging
gy
field gradient 
for imaging z: sin 9 Sin vp
Cos 0
gz
field gradient 
for imaging
Figure 1.7.A timing diagram for the 3D reconstruction method.
2 8
The rearder is referred to the literature [44] for a detailed description and 
also to a recent (though not slice selection) paper from the same research 
group by Mat Daud et al [45],
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CHAPTER 2
Properties And Development Of A New BHpped 
Gradient Multiple Pulse NMR Line Narrowing Zig
—Zag Sequence.
2.1. Introduction
M ultiple pulse NMR line narrowing methods have proved to be both 
an elegant and powerful for solids imaging [42]. In particular the zig zag 
sequence o f McDonald and Tokarczuk [43] has been specifically designed 
to refocus isotropic chemical shift and inhomogeneous broadening effects 
such as magnet inhomogeneity and susceptibility variations; whilst at the 
same time allowing the coding of spatial information in the presence of a 
line narrowing sequence. Images obtained are free from artifacts which 
would otherwise have appeared. It is the ability to manipulate the internal 
Ham iltonian experienced by nuclei using r f  pulses which makes it a 
powerful basis for solids imaging.
U ntil now the zig zag sequence has incorporated sinusoidal gradients 
of period 2%, twice the inter-pulse spacing t. The rf  pulses are applied at 
the gradient zero crossings or nodes. This means that the gradient is on
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only in windows between pulses. The spins are on resonance when the 
radio frequency pulses are applied with the advantage of reducing r f  power 
demands which are otherwise significant due to the increased bandwidth 
created by the gradients. Because the signal is line narrowed only modest 
gradient strengths of 5 Gauss/cm to 10 Gauss/cm need be used.
Gradient requirements are very different for non multi-pulse 
techniques. For example the gradient echo sequence of Cottrell et al [20] 
must refocus all m agnetization in a time comparable to the Tj of the 
m aterial. Thus very large (approximately 100 G/cm) gradients are needed. 
The advantage is that provided the gradient strength can be achieved the 
technique is experimentally easier to implement requiring few rf  pulses.
It is instructive to compare zig zag with the multi pulse sequence REF 
24 developed by M iller and Garroway [42]. In REF 24 the gradients are 
driven with a period of 36r with r f  pulse gaps of z  and 2t. A greater 
amount of pulse degradation due to gradients must occur as the gradients 
are on coincidentally with the pulses. Also refocussing of inhomogeneous 
and chemical shift broadening takes place on a longer time scale than that 
of zig zag. The advantage is that it is easier to implement a gradient of 
period 36 t . A disadvantage is that the rf  pulse power requirements are 
proportionally greater.
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate improvements to zig 
zag. A 24 pulse version of zig zag [46] is implemented and a comparison 
between it and the 6  pulse sequence made. Both versions o f the sequence 
are used to image in one dimension three variously hydrated zeolite 
powders with short Tz. The materials information derived from these 
experiments is described in detail in chapter 5. This chapter also develops 
the theory of and demonstrates a new blipped gradient version of both the 
6  and 24 pulse versions o f the zig zag sequence. It is shown by calculation
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that hlipped gradient improves error terms in the first order Magnus 
expansion [47] o f the 6  pulse sequence. Further substantial improvements 
to error terms can be made by developing a sequence of compensated 
derivatives of twelve and twenty four pulses. Blipped gradient sequences 
of 6  and 24 pulse cycles are illustrated with a 2D back projection image of 
an adamantane phantom.
2.2.1. Multiple - Pulse Theory
Since a major category of solid state imaging uses multiple pulse line 
narrowing, and since new techniques using multiple pulse line narrowing 
are introduced and applied in this work, an introduction to the theory is 
included at this point.
2.2.2. Spin Flip Narrowing and Motional Narrowing
The spin spin coupling or dipolar interaction between nuclei in solids 
is generally the largest line broadening mechanism. M ultiple pulse line 
narrowing techniques utilize strong rf  pulses to eliminate much of the 
dipolar broadening.
The essence of multiple pulse techniques is to apply a repetative set 
of r f  pulses which produces large spin rotations, which in a process similar 
to motional narrowing in liquids, causes the dipolar coupling to average to
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1
Figure 2.1. Two spins {il and |i2 oriented parallel to each other and 
separated by a distance r.
zero over the pulse cycle. This is referred to as "spin flip narrowing". The 
r f  pulse sequences must produce rotations in a time short compared to the 
rigid lattic line breadth.
To understand consider two parallel magnetic moments spins I and S 
separated by r for the three axis orientations shown in figure 2 . 1 . 
O rientations 2 .2 .a and 2 .2 .b the spins occupy side positions whilst 2.2.c 
occupy an on-axis position. It follows from the discussion of the dipolar
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interaction that the energy of interaction is:
for side position (a), (b) = r
for on axis position (c) = - r^
This is a standard result to be found in many texts on electromagnetism 
(e.g. Bleany and Bleany [48]).
I f  the spins are flipped between (a), (b) and (c) with equal time t in 
each orientation the average magnetic energy of interaction is;
(E) = —  = q [ 2  1 ]3% r" r" r"
This is the basic principle of spin flip narrowing - flipping the spins 
between orthogonal positions fast enough to average the interaction energy 
to zero. By fast enough is meant on a time sc ale short compared to T^
2.2.3. A Formal Description and Example Of Line Narrowing
We shall begin with a specification of the Hamiltonian and evaluate 
the development o f a wave function in time for a simple 3 pulse line 
narrowing sequence.
H(t) = H / t )  + [2.2]
Where
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H. = yB„ z  I  [2.4]
H, = -Y é )g o X s in ( i t- )Z  î ,  [2.5]Z  T i
K  = Z  ^ ^ ^ ( 3 l L î j . î J  [ 2 .6 ]jk 471: 1
A sinusoidally oscillating gradient term has been used as in the zig zag 
sequence.
The spin rotation Hamiltonian, H^ is considered to a first 
approxim ation to act instantaneously. Hj^  ^ describes the evolution of the 
wave function between these rf  pulses. H.^  ^ is considered to be zero when 
H^ is acting. Considering a 3 pulse sequence we begin with the 
m agnetisation in equilibrium aligned along the Z axis. A preparation pulse 
tips the m agnetisation into the XY at time t=0. After time Tq the repetitive 
3 pulse sequence is applied. The phase of the preparaton pulse and the 
value To is chosen to produce a signal at a convenient sampling window in 
the pulse sequence. Thus the Hamiltonian describing the system, H(t) is 
given by the wave function at time t is related to that at time t=t,
V(t) = e " .V(ti) [2.7]
Uint(t-tj) is called the evolution operator. The pulses are represented by
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Pj = e 2 “ about the a  (=X,Y or Z) axis.
The idea is to design a repetitive pulse cycle which w ill make the 
zero order dipolar Hamiltonian, H°, vanish whilst maintaining other terms
non zero.
Denoting the wave function after n cycles as it can be shown [9] 
that the wave function after ju st before the n + ls t cycle is:
V (U )  = U^(T3)P3U^(T JP ,U ^(T ,)P ,v(t J
[2 .8]
Thus by knowing the evolution operator the wave function at future times 
can be predicted for arbitary pulse sequences of arbitary pulse gaps. 
Consider an arbitrary sequence of three pulses Pj, P^, and P 3 separated by 
equal windows %. Remembering that the r.f. pulses produce a rotation 
transform ation by the unitary operator Pj and that for a unitary operator 
Pr‘ = p.* complex conju^afe For one cycle can be written as :
u , = p,p,p,[p,-'p-^pru^xT3)p,p,pj. 
(T2 )P:P: ] ■ [Pr'U^ (TJPJ
But one cycle will return the magnetisation to the original starting position 
and so PgPsPi^l. Equation now becomes:
Û , = û^.(x)[p;p;ûi„(T)p,p,][p;û^.(x.)pj [2.10]
The individual terms cause Û to develope in time under a transform ed 
Hamiltonian. To find the transformed Hamiltonian corresponding to the ith 
interval Tj of an n pulse sequence is to take the spin rotations Pi,P 2 ....Pi by
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applying the inverse rotations in the reverse sequence [9] (e.g., first 
then Pr%..., lastly P "^').
The three transform ed Hamiltonians are:
H . = P 'H ^P, [2 . 1 1 ]
Hb -  p;p;A^,p,p, [2 . 1 2 ]
-1
He = H,, [2.13]
By careful selection of pulses Pj, Pj and P 3 it is possible to make the dipolar
interaction vanish. Thus if
(HS). = Z  B , ( I ,V 3 U i )  [214]
(HD b = Z  B ,( î , . î j - 3 U j)  [2.15]
i<j
(H“)c = Z  B i j ( t V 3 U , )  [2.16]
><J
and Ti='C2 ='C3 then:
W here H° is the average dipolar Hamiltonian over the cycle. The pulses 
which could achieve this are; V ~ \  a 90° rotation about the X axis which 
would transform  I i^ into lyi and if  P^ '^ P^  ^ were a 90° rotation about the Y 
axis transform ing Ig^  and Ixi- The Hq term is also transformed to 1/V3.
We have thus succeeded in our aim of eliminating the dipolar term
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and preserving (albeit reduced) the other terms.
2.3. Mean Hamiltonian Theory
In order to consider improvements in the z ig-zag  sequence it is 
necessary to follow a standard multiple pulse mean Hamiltonian theory.
We start by partitioning the rotating frame Hamiltonian into two 
parts. The first part represents the magnetic field due to the r f  pulses. It is
A Adenoted by H^ f. The idea is that when H^ f is on it is so large that other 
interactions can be neglected. At all other times it is zero.
The second part is the internal Hamiltonian which to a good 
approxim ation can be written as a sum of inhomogeneous broadening 
(chemical shift etc), gradients Hg and dipolar interactions H .^
H. = yB„ Z  I , [2.19]i
H, = -Y(^)g„xsin(7t^) Z  îzj [2.20]
H , = Z ^ ^ ^ ( 3 Î z i U ' î k )  [2 .2 1 ]
Hj^  ^ is the dominant interaction between the pulses.
It is necessary to calculate the effective Hamiltonian experienced by 
nuclei in the toggling reference frame. This is given by:
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H, [2.22]
where the propagation operator is defined as
û / t )  =  T  e x p ( l )  I  ( t ' )  dt' [ 2 . 2 3 ]
and T is the Dyson time ordering operator.
The mean value over one cycle can be written as a sum of terms in 
the Magnus Expansion.
   (0)  (:)  (2)
A  Tint =  A ^ i„ ,  +  + A .^ in t  [ 2 . 2 4 ]
The zeroth term represents the Hamiltonian which applies in the ideal case 
o f delta function pulses separated by infinitely short windows. It is 
evaluated first. Subsequent terms are viewed as error terms.
2.4. Zig Zag 6 Pulse to Zeroth Order Magnus Expansion
The Zero order mean toggling Hamiltonian is formally defined as
 (0) 1 k
=  ( - )  J H,,„. (t„) d t, [ 2 . 2 5 ]
0
The six pulse zig zag sequence is written in pulse timing notation as
y  T  ( x x y  T X T x r y  t x t : ) j^  [ 2 . 2 6 ]
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where the first y represents a -y phase 90° preparation pulse before the 
sequence starts.
Frequency Encode Gradient
RF Pulses and Phases
y(x y x x y x ) x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y  
Repeated Cycle 
NMR Signals
Q 1  Q 1 Q 1  Q 1  Q 1 Q
1  Q 1 Q 1 Q 1  Q 1 Q 1
Figure 2.2. Zig Zag 6  Pulse Timing diagram W ith Sinusoidal Oscillating 
Gradients.
All subsequent x, y and x's represent pulses of relative phase -x or -y and x 
's represent inter-pulse windows of length x. The cycle is repeated n times. 
The m agnetisation is sampled in windows 3 and 6  of each cycle. However, 
it is necessary to exchange the quadrature and inphase components o f the 
m agnetisation in the 3rd window [23]. A pulse timing diagram of the 
sequence is shown in figure 2 .2 .
Until now zig zag 6  was previously performed with one shot. 
Sampling the m agnetisation only in the 6 *"' window. It was then repeated
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with a y phase preparation pulse to acquire the quadrature magnetisation. 
This is inefficient, because full quadrature magnetisation is also available 
in the 3"*^ window. We thus sampled in windows 3 and 6  immediately 
doubling the number of data points collected.
The continuous integral becomes for zig zag
—(0 ) 1  /VHt,« = - E  «TW (j) [2.27]
O j=i
Where refers to the internal Hamiltonian acting in the toggling frame
during window j. This can be evaluated as follows. For the first pulse and 
the first window it is necessary to calculate
exp^'^ '"\îj exp’^ '?'^  ^ [2.28]
= ly [2.29]
The process continues for the second pulse and second window
exp '^^^  ^ ( Î J  e x p [2. 30]
= I. [2.31]
The second pulse is now also propagated through the first window.
ecp = i! [2.32]
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Each pulse in turn is propagated through the windows. This leads to the 
calculated mean Hamiltonian states, which in the notation of M ansfield [26] 
are
(y Y Y x Y z ) [2.33]
In this notation
[2.34]
-Y(“ )goXsin(—)^ îy ,
Z T j
As the gradients are oscillating the final term representing the gradients is 
m ultiplied by -I in alternate windows.
Hence:
“ (0)
H to -  0  [ 2 . 3 5 ]
5t! = Î , [2.36]j
HÏÏ = 0 [2.37]
It can be seen that to this level o f approximation, inhomogeneous 
broadening, chemical shift broadening, and dipolar broadening are removed 
whilst the term corresponding to the gradients is non-zero .
As previously mentioned this result is for an ideal sequence. The flip 
angle is assumed to be exactly 90 degrees (no inhomogeneities in r f  pulse), 
the pulse width is zero, (the pulse acts in an infinitely short time) and the
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pulse gap is zero.
This is an unreal experimental scenario. To consider a real sequence 
we must proceed to the first order expansion.
2.5. Zig Zag 6 To First Order Magnus Expansion
The first order error term in the Magnus expansion is formerly 
defined as
I ? L = - ( : ^ ) } }  [H,^.(t,).H,^.(t„)]dt„dt, [2.38]
0 0
which for the zig zag 6 pulse sequence is
5 ÏL  = - ( - ^ )  t  t  [H,i„(j),H,,„,(i)] [2.39]
j=i i=i
W hich can be written as [1,1] + [2,1] + [2,2] + [3,1] + [3,2] + [3,3] + [4,1] 
+ [4,2] + [4,3] +....[6,6]
Where [i,j]is used to stand for [H Tmt(i), H Ti„t(j)].
The results may be broken up into three self and three cross terms, 
and are given in the recent paper o f Tokarczuk and McDonald [46] as
= ( ^ )  Z  (I^ + [2.40]
Ht« = (+)(Yg,XT)' Z  (Ij - I )  [2.41]
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Hï> = 0  [2.42]
= -(■^)(YgoX-c)Z (YB„tT^.i:)(î,j+î,i) [2.43]
H Ïi = ( + Z  3B.,(YB„a^T)(î^î,-î,,î,)
(3 j=k
Where
R _ go YlYo '^
[2.44]
— (1) 1
&Tgd = (")(YgoX'c)S +îy.) + 3B jJ^j(î^+ îyJ [2.45]
o  j=k
[2.46]
Hence, to first order the only error term to go to zero is
2.6. Zig Zag 6 With Slipped Gradients.
It has been shown that zig zag 6 has with the exception of H^] no 
zero first order error terms.
One of the fundamental flaws with this sequence is that the gradient is on in 
windows that are not contributing to imaging that is windows 1,2,4 and 5. 
For small rotations phase accumulated in one window will be refocussed in 
a subsequent window and hence to zeroth order will be removed. Another 
way of looking at this is to say that small but not large, rotations commute.
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For all practical pulse gaps and realistic gradient amplitudes the rotations in 
individual windows are large and not commuting. The accumulating errors 
are reflected in the higher order terms of the Hamiltonian. A better 
approach is to use blipped gradients only in windows 3 and 6 which directly 
contribute to imaging. This reduces cumulative phase errors. A pulse 
tim ing diagram of the blipped sequence is shown in figure 2.3.
Proceeding as before, the zeroth order mean toggling Hamiltonian is 
given by
It can easily be shown that to zero order the Hamiltonian terms are the same
as zig zag with oscillating gradients, that is
— (0)
= 0 [2.48]
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Figure 2.3. Zig Zag 6 Pulse Sequence with Blipped Gradients
h L  = Ij [2.49]^  j
~ ( 0)HxBlipD — 0 [2.50]
This is to be expected because the only change made to the sequence is that 
the gradient is no longer on in windows 1,2,4 and 5. As the gradient term 
in each of these windows previously cancelled, the zeroth order term is 
simply the same as before.
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To first order we must evaluate equation for blipped gradients. The 
results are:
“ (1)
HxBlipD = 0 [2.52]
H®„pa = 0 [2.53]
— 0 )  f i  ^
H tbhpco =  (Yg„xx)Z +1^) [2.54]
—(1)
HxBlipDG = 0 [2.55]
HraUpCG =  -  +  Z B j k ( Y B , ( T ^ x ) 2 Î ^ ( î ^  +  (îxj +  îyk )  r r ,i [2.56]
+ (yBoG^T)2I^(I^j +Iy^)+2Iq(I  ^+IyJ
Bjk is as defined earlier.
It can be seen that in addition to ^Ôtbhpg Ûtbupdg also
now equal to zero. This indicates that for blipped gradients increasing the 
gradient strength does comparatively little harm over the 6 pulse sequence. 
The rem aining non-zero term involving the gradients is the cross term with 
the magnet inhomogeneity and the chemical shift. This is to be expected to 
be small.
The additional favorable properties of zig zag 6 such as immunity to 
pulse phase angle error which are described in [23] remain when the
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blipped gradients are used.
2.7. Symmetrised 12 Pulse Sequences
It is well known, and indeed was discussed in the context of zig zag 6 
[46] that symmetrisation of a pulse sequence to make it anti - symmetric 
with regard to the actual applied pulses causes all first order error terms to 
reduce to zero. This is equally true of blipped zig zag 6. The practical 
realization of this improvement is demonstrated here.
The 12 pulse version is simply made by following the 6 pulse 
sequence with six more pulses phase rotated by 180° about the z axis. 
Hence
y r ( x T : y r x r x T y r  x r)(x  r y r x T x r y r x r ) ^  [2.57]
—(1)Hxint = 0 [2.58]
Sym metrisation is taken to be about the midpoint of window 6. Since the 
pulses now cancel in pairs from the center outward the sequence is less 
vulnerable to flip angle errors such as Bj inhomogeneity.
The value of is unchanged and the magnetisation is sampled in
windows 3 and 6 as before. Finite pulse width errors remain.
It m ight be thought that there is little point in developing the 
additional h a r d w a r e  required to implement blipped gradients if  the only
benefit is to reduce some first order error terms in the basic 6 pulse
sequence if  they can all be eliminated by symmetrisation. This is not the 
case. Refocussing over sub-cycles o f the inherently much longer
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symmetrised sequence of 12 pulses with blipped gradients is improved 
compared to using standard oscillating gradients. Consequently line 
narrowing is more efficient.
2.8. Symmetrised 24 Pulse Sequences
Further advantage can be gained by still further lengthing the 
sequence [46]. This has been done for zig zag with oscillating gradients, 
but can also be done with blipped gradients. A suitable sequence is:
( y  t^)(S6(x y )S ,(x,y)S ,( y x)S,(y x )  [2.59]
“ ( 1)Hrint = 0 [2.60]
— (0)Hxint = AS BEFORE [2.61]
It must be noted that well into this current study M iller et al [42] discussed 
and demonstrated blipped gradients in the context of REF-24. Figure 2.4. 
illustates the pulse timing diagram of the zig zag 24 pulse blipped gradient 
sequence.
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Frequency Encode Gradient
RF Pulses and Phases
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Figure 2.4. Zig Zag 24 Pulse Sequence with Blipped Gradients.
2.9. Experimental
The m ulti-pulse experiments described were further improved by 
phase cycling, positive and negative preparation pulse and positive and 
negative gradients. Four 'shots’ of the experiment are performed. Having 
acquired the data it was interleaved and displayed and stored as real and 
imaginary. Although data capture is far more complex than before it is now 
possible to average systematic errors in data sets from instrument artifacts.
ISIff also now possible to subtract probe ring-down. The m anipulation of a
spin by the zig zag r f  pulse sequence is shown in figure 2.5.
I
/'
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90 y
Preparation Pulse 90x
9 Ü X
90y
90x
90y 90x
Figure 2.5. M agnetisation rotated by the zig zag 6 pulse r f  sequence.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the 1 dimensional proton images o f zeolite
A plugs o f known water hydrations. Each sample was encased in a
protective glass jacket and imaged back to back. The images are produced
from chapter 5 where they are described in detail.
The images were obtained with a Magnex 30 MHz (proton)
superconducting magnet and home built spectrometer. The probe was av^ssolenoid of 7 turns and the 90° pulse r.f. Iengtm2 ps. The r.f. pulse gap was
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16 ps and the gradient strength 3 Gauss/cm. One "shot" of the 6 pulse 
sequence was 256 cycles and 59 cycles of the 24 pulse sequence. The 
receiver deadtime was 10 ps. The number of averages was 10, requiring 
40 shots o f the experiment after phase cycling.
Comparing the two sets o f data the 24 pulse sequence is better. The 
peaks are narrower and the resolution better than the 6 pulse sequence. 
Bearing in mind the gradients are driven identically for each sequence the 
only difference is the r.f. sequence. It can be concluded that the line 
narrowing efficiency is improved for the 24 pulse sequence.
Figure 2.8. is a two dimensional back projection reconstruction image 
o f a solid proton phantom consisting of two adamatane blocks 6 mm in 
diameter by 4 mm thick separated by glass 6 mm diameter by 3 mm thick, 
in the middle. It is shown in figure 2.9.
/
4m m
Adam antane
6m m
4mm
A damantane
Figure 2.9 The Adamantane Phantom 
The imaging sequence is a 24 pulse blipped gradient experiment. The 
experimental parameters are identical to those described above except that 
the gradients are blipped only in the appropriate imaging window.
The adamantane blocks are clearly resolved although the lower one is 
smaller by 1mm in thickness than expected. The image is windowed 10% 
to 90%.
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2.10.Conclusion
The use of blipped gradients has been demonstrated and the theory 
developed to show that they are better than oscillating gradients.
It is worthwhile to point out that the gradient blips alternate +ve and 
-ve in every successive imaging window. This will considerably reduce 
eddy current formation since the eddies, which generally have time 
constants longer than 6t are reversed in alternate windows fail to 
accumulate and hopefully cancel.
I f  the blips were all in the same sense, as might be required for a 
different sequence substantial eddies would accumulate and it would not be 
worth developing the sequence.
bdcanse p''A  problem  arises however in establishing the blipping regime K eddy  ^ ' L 
currents will form at the start of the sequence. In practice for image 
acquisition blipping is begun well in advance of data collection. This is 
possible since only one gradient per shot (profile) is required.
This dilemma has previously prevented the development o f 2DFT 
techniques in which two gradients, the phase gradient and the frequency 
gradient are required consecutively rather than concurently. The reader is 
referred to chapter 3 where a new 2DFT solids imaging technique using a 
new cosine double m odulation technique to switch between phase and 
frequency gradients is described.
The reader is referred to chapter 4 where the practicalities of 
switching commercial gradient sets is discussed and demonstrated.
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CHAPTER 3
A New 2DFT Imaging of Solids Technique
3.1. Introduction
As previously described in Chapter 1 the application of back 
projection methods is the most common reconstruction technique for solid 
state magnetic resonance imaging. This is primarily due to the experimental 
ease with which back projection is performed. Namely, frequency encoding 
in the presence of a single linear gradient which is rotated between profiles. 
A disadvantage is that back projection is prone to star and streak artifacts 
largely due to the inefficient covering of K space.
An alternative to back projection is 2DFT. Image quality is improved 
because K space is uniformly sampled and the reconstruction is far less 
susceptible to artifacts and noise in the data set.
U nfortunately 2DFT imaging in solids is difficult to implement. 
During the free induction decay the phase gradient has to be switched off, 
to be replaced by the frequency encode gradient. The formation of eddy 
currents at the changeover, even with oscillating gradients means that the 
transition cannot be accomplished smoothly and errors accumulate. An 
ingenious attempt to overcome this problem described in Chapter 2 was 
developed by Chingas et al [28] wherein a line narrowing sequence is used
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to hold up the m agnetisation whilst first a phase and then a frequency 
encoding gradient is applied. In order to avoid artifacts accumulating 
during the period in which the gradient is switched over, the m agnetisation 
is stored along a magic angle direction by the introduction of appropriate 
storage and retrival radio frequency pulses before and after the changeover. 
In principle this is an excellent procedure which can additionally provide an 
image contrast mechanism related to the changeover delay time. Hovever, it 
requires considerable experimental skill to set it up accurately, especially as 
the storage and retrieval pulses in Chingas et al.'s experiment are ti/4 rather 
than 7u/ 2  rotations.
Z ig lzag  6 [43] is a simple line narrowing sequence which uses 
sinusoidal gradients of period equal to twice the pulse gap. Improvements 
to the basic sequence are described in chapter 2. The relatively modest line 
narrowing efficiency of the basic sequence is well offset by the ease with 
which it can be set up. This sequence, like other sequences recently 
introduced has the advantage of removing to first order not only dipolar 
broadening but also inhomogeneous broadening, due to for instance 
chemical shift, magnet inhomogeneity, susceptibility effects and mistuning.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the concept of 
cosinusoidal amplitude m odulation of the oscillating gradient to overcome 
the problem  of instant switch-on and sw itch-off and to show how this 
allows imaging in a fashion analogous to liquid state 2DFT. In addition we 
report storage experiments analogous to Chingas et al. but using the zig-zag 
sequence and also 2 dimensional phase encoding experiments, again using 
zig-zag. Also included is an image acquired using back projection for 
comparison.
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3.2. Theory of the New Technique
A schematic pulse timing diagram of the new experiment is shown in 
figure 3.1. The figure shows m phase and n frequency encode cycles o f the 
6 pulse sequence running continuously following an initial preparation 
pulse at time t=0. In the figure m and n are both equal to 3. In the real 
experiment they are much larger. Sinusoidally oscillating gradients are 
applied throughout the sequence. N shots are required for each of N values 
o f the phase gradient and the magnetisation is read out stroboscopically 
during the frequency encode period. The frequency of the gradient is 1/(2t) 
and the phase is such that the pulses occur at gradient zero crossings. This 
ensures that artifacts due to off resonance pulses are minimised and that 
spatial encoding is maximised. The previously established oscillating phase 
encode gradient ( g j  is reduced in amplitude throughout the phase encode 
period either linearly, or, as in our implementation according to a sinusoidal 
modulation so that it is zero at the end of the phase encode period. The 
phase encode gradient is then given by
Sx(t) = ) c o s ( - ^ )  0 < t< 6 m i: [3.1]N X 12mx
where i= -N /2 ...(N -l)/2  is the phase gradient index and gx is the overall 
maximum amplitude.
The following n cycles of the sequence are running in the presence of 
an orthogonal read or frequency encode gradient (gy). This gradient start 
from zero amplitude and increases in strength either linearly or according to 
a second cosine modulation.
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g (t) = g^sin(—)cos(--^  6mx < t < 6(m + n)x [3.2]T 12nx
The M agnetisation is sampled stroboscopically once in windows 
0,6,12,...,6nx of the readout period and also during windows 3,9,15,...,6nx- 
3. The only additional requirement needed in order to sample in both the 
third and the sixth window of every cycle is that the quadrature phases of 
the m agnetisation are exchanged for alternate data sampling.
The experiment is repeated for a series of phase encode gradient 
strengths from maximum amplitude through to minus maximum until ha lf of 
k-space is sampled, ju st as in 2DFT. However, before the data is seen as 
covering the rectilinear grid which can be Fourier transformed to review the 
two dimensional image, two corrections to the data must be considered.
3.3. Data Corrections
In the original implementation of the sequence the gradient amplitude 
was constant and therefore the effective axis about which the m agnetisation 
processed was Z. This is no longer the case. With oscillating gradients, the 
Ham iltonian states in the notation of Mansfield [26] for the 6 pulse 
sequence are,
(Y ,X ,Z,X ,Ÿ ,Z) [3.3]
and these must be weighted according to the instantaneous gradient 
amplitude in each window. A stepwise linearly increasing amplitude 
crudely approximates the cosinusoidal rise o f the frequency encode gradient 
and is given by,
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g(t)
g(t)
+g.t
6m
-gpt
6m
(int(t/T)even)
(mt(t/T)odd)
[3.4]
[3.5]
W here the origin of time is redefined as the start of the frequency encode 
period and n is the number of frequency encode cycles. For the p‘^  cycle 
the average effective field to zero order is
( - :^ ) ( (1 2 p -3 )k  + 4j + 2i) 36n [3.6]
Phase Gradient
'\A /\/\A A /\/v \a a
Frequency Gradient
RF Pulses and Phases
y(x y X X y x) x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x  
Repeated Cycle
NMR Signals Q I Q I Q I Q I
I Q  I Q I Q I Q
Figure 3.1. The zig^zag 2DFT sequence /
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The magnitude of this field and its angle to the z-axis is shown in table 3.1 
for the first 8 cycles of the sequence following gradient switch on. It is 
evident that the field quickly establishes itse lf as effectively in Z direction 
and of the desired amplitude
f iJ .(1 2 p )  [3.7]
Negligible precession takes place in the first few cycles when the 
field is not aligned along the z-axis because the gradient amplitude 
amplitude is small. For this reason we have made no attempt to correct our 
data for this source of systematic error. A similar argument holds for the 
decreasing phase encode gradient, except that the most affected cycles are 
the last one or two.
Cycle Effective Gradient
Field (units of - ^ )  36n
Angle of effective gradient 
field to z-axis (degrees)
1 10.0 26.4
2 21.5 12.0
3 33.3 7.7
4 45.2 5.7
5 57.2 4.5
6 69.1 3.7
7 81.1 3.2
8 93.1 2.7
Table 3.1. The magnitude and orientation of the effective field during the 
first eight frequency encode cycles.
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The second correction is more important in so much as it has a greater 
effect on the appearance of the final image. The data is recorded at equal 
time intervals in the presence of an increasing gradient strength so that the 
data points do not sample k-space uniformly. Before Fourier transform ation 
a linearisation procedure similar to that used by Ordidge and M ansfield [49] 
and Cottrell et a l.[20] must be carried out in which the data is interpolated 
onto a rectilinear grid in k-space. Denoting the corrected data by primed 
variables the required correction is
1 2 t i t  ir tM' (t' ) = M (^ ^ c o s *  (1 - - ^ ) )  [3.9]% 12nx ^
Once this second correction has been made, a simple 2-dimensional 
Fourier transform  reconstruction algorithm is used to obtain the image.
3.4. A Modification to the 2DFT Technique to cover all of K 
space.
The 2DFT technique described in sections 3.3 and 3.4 covers ha lf of 
K space. By a simple variation of the frequency encode gradient it is 
possible to cover all of K space in a manner analogous to standard clinical 
2DFT techniques.
The phase gradient is incremented in the Ky direction and the data 
read out along the positive direction. By switching on the frequency 
encode gradient for a fixed number of cycles before data collection and then 
reversing the phase of the frequency gradient during data collection all o f K 
space is traversed. The frequency encode phase change is appropriately 
perform ed using a cosinusoidal modulation.
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This experimental variation is illustrated in figure 3.2. This variation 
has not been implemented. The oscillations of the second lobe of the 
frequency encode gradient are phase inverted compared to those in the first 
half. It is included as a viable alternative. The problem is that data 
sampling occurs at a very much later time than before, ie after the 
frequency gradient has reversed phase. Unless line narrowing is very 
efficient, very little signal w ill remain.
Phase Encode Gradient
Frequency Encode Gradient
RF Pulses, Phases and Data Points
y^yxxyT^yxxyxxyxxyxxyxxyxxyxxyxxyxxyxxyxxyxxyxxyxxyxyxxyxxyxx 
NMR Signals
Q I Q I Q I Q I
I Q I Q I Q I Q
Figure 3.2. A M odification Of the 2DFT Experiment to Cover all K Space
3.5. Zig-Zag Storage Experiment
Zig-zag can be used with storage pulses in an alternative 2DFT 
experiment in a way analogous to Chingas et al. [28]. This allows the use of
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constant amplitude gradients and avoids the difficulties discussed above. In 
the case o f zig-zag a 90°.y pulse immediately following the phase encode 
period places the real component o f the m agnetisation existing at that time 
along the z-axis, (Zeeman storage). W hilst it is preserved the phase encode 
gradient is removed and replaced by the orthogonal frequency encode 
gradient. A 90°y pulse immediately before the frequency encode period 
restores the real m agnetisation as if  nothing had happened so long as the 
storage period is short compared to the spin-lattice relaxation time and long 
compared to the spin-spin relaxation time. This latter condition is required 
so that the imaginary component o f the signal, which is not stored, decays 
away. Similarly 90“.^  and 90% pulses can be used to store the imaginary 
component. Since both components are needed to reconstruct the image, 
twice as many shots, 2N of the experiment are required by this technique
Phase Encode Gradient Frequency Encode Gradient
n
/ \  / \ I \ I \ I \ I \ I \
' \  / \ / \ / \  /  \  / \ / U V
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Figure 3.3 ZigjZag Storage fypriment
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compared to ju st N  for the modulated amplitude technique to acquire the 
same image.
A schematic diagram of the technique is shown in figure 3.3.
3.6. 2-Dimensional Phase Encoding
Yet another option is to use 2-dimensional phase encoding. In this 
case a single datum point is collected each experimental shot after a phase 
encode in which both orthogonal gradients are on [50]. A pulse timing 
diagram o f the technique is shown in figure 3.4.
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The amplitude^of the two gradients are stepped through all possible values 
so that shots are required in total. This is by far the longest experiment 
o f the three discussed. However, it totally avoids the problem of gradient 
switching and potentially offers the best signal to noise. This is because 
the outer regions of K-space are reached by using larger gradients for 
relatively short times during which the magnetisation decays less due to 
spin-spin effects. Signal to noise in these regions is thus improved.
3 .7 . E x p e r im e n ta l
We have performed each of the above experiments and a normal back 
projection experiment on the same phantom of adamantane. A pulse timing 
diagram of the back projection technique is shown in figure 2.6. The 
phantom consists of two cubic blocks of adamantine measuring 5 mm by 5 
mm by 5 mm. The aligned blocks are separated by 3 mm of teflon. The 
cylindrical symmetry axis of the phantom was oriented in the x=y direction 
and the density o f the phantom was imaged in the x-y plane w ithout slice 
selection. Using zig-zag with a 90“ pulse length of 3.5 p,s and a pulse gap, x 
, o f 16 |j,s to narrow the hydrogen NMR line of adamantine, we find that 
significant m agnetisation remains after 10 ms. This compares to the normal 
Tj of less than 100 ps.
Figure 3 .5 .a. shows the image obtained using the new amplitude 
m odulated gradient technique. The image was obtained using 8 phase 
encode cycles during which the phase gradient decreased to zero followed 
by 128 frequency encode cycles. The frequency encode gradient was 
increased to maximum amplitude over 15 cycles after which it rem ained 
constant. The data analysis was slightly amended in an obvious way from 
the description in the previous section to accommodate this variation. The
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maximum phase encode gradient amplitude was nominally 25.0 Gauss/cm 
and the maximum frequency encode gradient amplitude was 2.0 Gauss/cm. 
However, the phrase gradient rolled off nonlinearly at a considerably lower 
amplitude resulting in some loss o f resolution and distortion to the image. 
64 phase encode steps were used ranging from minus to plus maximum. As 
above, the 90° radio frequency pulse length was 3.5 ps and the pulse gap 
was 16 ps. Data was collected in every third window and the total data set 
truncated in the frequency direction after Fourier transform ation so as to 
generate an image with a pixel size of approximately 0.45 x 0.45 mm^.
Figure 3.5.b. shows an image obtained by the storage technique using 
identical parameters as before except that a reduced phase gradient 
amplitude, 16.0 G/cm was used. The reduction almost exactly compensates 
for the increased integrated gradient amplitude obtained by using a square 
cut off rather than a cosine m odulation so that the expected pixel size 
rem ains the same. A storage interval of 480 ps was used.
Figure 3.5.c. was produced by the 2-dimensional phase encoding 
technique. This involved 64 x 64 shots with both gradients stepped from - 
16.0 G/cm to +16.0 G/cm. 8 phase encode cycles were used again with x = 
16 ps.
Finally, figure 3.5.d. shows an image obtained using back projection, 
using a gradient amplitude of 2.0 G/cm. 128 frequency encode cycles were 
used for each of 45 profiles again giving a pixel size of approximately 0.45 
X  0.45 mm^.
The first image is the result of 16 averages and took 25 minutes to 
acquire. The second is 16 averages taking 50 minutes, the third 4 averages 
taking 820 minutes and the back projection image 16 averages taking 18 
minutes. However, in each case a significant proportion of the time 
(approxim ately half) was for data handling for which we do not have the
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fastest technology. Each image is shown with only modest, 10%, data 
windowing top and bottom.
Each group of four averages represents data acquired with positive 
and negative gradients in the first window and with 90“y and 90°-y 
preparation pulses. Phase cycling the experimental parameters in this way, 
which must be accounted for in the data handling, reduces systematic errors 
in the data sets arising from instrumentation artifacts. In particular it 
permits sampling of the magnetisation before the probe and pream plifier 
have fully recovered from the preceding pulse since ring-down (but not 
dead time) components can be subtracted out.
O f the 2DFT type images, the one obtained using the amplitude 
modulated gradients is arguably the best. This is gratifying since it is also 
the quickest image to obtain. As suggested above, one might have expected 
the double phase encode experiment to be the best. However, in practice 
the experiment takes so long to run that the spectrometer drifts 
significantly. In particular, the gradient tuning capacitors degrade and the 
relatively high Q circuit o f which they form part detunes. A gradual loss of 
gradient amplitude throughout the experiment is suspected from some loss 
o f resolution. Moreover, the exact pulse length, to which the basic zig-zag 
sequence is very sensitive, also drifts. The average experiment is also 
longer than the modulated gradient experiment but in this case there is the 
added experimental difficulty of obtaining good balance between the 
storage pulses for the two quadrature phases.
All the images have been obtained with the sample placed near the 
centre o f the gradient set and all suffer, to a greater or lesser extent from a 
central artifact arising from a DC imbalance in the data set. In 2DFT this is 
most easily rectified by moving the sample off centre. This is not possible 
with back projection where previously, a spatially uniform sinusoidally
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oscillating magnetic field superimposed on the gradient was incorporated to 
achieve the same effect. This was not done here. In either case the 
maximum angle through which any spin processes in one window of the 
sequence is increased and the line narrowing efficiency o f the sequence is 
therefore decreased.
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Figure 3.5. Images obtained using the four techniques. Each image area is 
16 X 16 mm^. (a) Image obtained using the modulated gradient technique, 
(b) image obtained using magnetisation storage, (c) image obtained using 
two-dimensional phase encoding, and (d) image obtained using back 
projection.
CHAPTER 4
The Design and Drive Of Magnetic Field Gradients
4.1. Introduction
NMR imaging of solids has yet to become an established commercial 
non invasive investigative technique. One of the main reasons is the 
experimental diffulties o f rapidly switching large gradients. This difficulty 
has been highlighted in the previous chapters. The m otivation for this 
chapter is to improve the design and performance of actively shielded 
gradient coils. As previously mentioned the gradient demands of solid state 
imaging are far greater than that of conventional liquid state imaging. In 
particular m ultiple pulse imaging may require moderately large gradients of 
a few Gauss/cm oscill ating at frequencies up to 50 kHz and gradient echo 
imaging very large gradients of several tens of Gauss/cm at intermediate 
frequencies (lOkHz). This compares to one or two Gauss/cm at modest 
frequencies (1 kHz) for liquid state imaging. It would therefore be 
extremely beneficial to design a commercial gradient set with high strength 
and rapid switching capabilities.
Other areas of interest which require similar "solid" gradient 
properties are; diffusion experiments [51], microimaging [52] and more 
recently gradient enhanced spectroscopy [53]. In these domains 
conventional medical gradient imaging strengths are inadequate. Until now 
research laboratories have built small active volume high field strength 
gradients for a particular experiment. W hilst they may achieve the gradient
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strength, they may be unable to address many fundamental design 
problems. These problems include gradient field inhomogeneity, 
orthogonality and magnetic shielding. The gradient set must be 
m echanically robust, being able to withstand large impulse forces when 
pulsed in the main static field. A consideration of Flemings rule for a 
linear gradient in the z direction in a magnetic field shows one end of 
gradient under compressive forces the other expansive. To enable solids 
NM R to develop commercially, the magnet industry must make large field 
strength gradients (100 Gauss/Cm) with a clear bore diameter greater than 
75mm. It would also be convenient to drive these gradients with industry 
standard linear amplifiers, Techron 7780's. This would help establish and 
popularise solids imaging techniques as a routine reseach facility.
This chapter combines research and manufacturing experience to 
highlight and help rectify problems in the design of high field strength, self 
shielded, magnetic field gradients. A new spectroscopic gradient set based 
on a m ultiple X and Y gradient plate design is shown. A detailed
m anufacturing description of a single plate for the X and Y axis at 75 
Gauss/cm per axis set is given in section 4.3.
It is also appropriate to consider the gradient amplifier behaviour 
during a multiple pulse imaging experiment. Hence a theoretical simulation 
of Techron 7780 amplifiers is also included.
This part o f the research work was undertaken as part of a 
Cooperative Award in Science and Engineering studentship at Magnex 
Scientific Ltd.
4.2. Eddy Currents and Bq Shift
It is a fundamental law of Physics that a changing magnetic field in
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the vicinity of a electric conductor will induce electric currents to flow in 
that conductor. From Lenz's Law the sense of the induced currents will be 
such as to oppose the changes in the magnetic field. The magnetic field 
produced by eddy currents will be in opposition to the magnetic field which 
caused their existence. The magnetic field produced by eddy currents w ill 
interfere with the magnetic field gradient which produces them. Hence 
eddy currents are a nuisance. In imaging terms this is a perturbation in the 
resultant magnetic field gradient that spatially encodes information. If  the 
magnitude of the eddy currents is large enough the NMR images will suffer 
distortion and degradation.
Shielded magnetic field gradients first developed by M ansfield and 
Chapman [54],[55] and subsequently described by others [56]. They have 
also been described for imaging in magnets with transverse static field 
geometry [57] and for cylindrical gradient coils where the static field is 
parallel to the coil axis [58], [59].
There are several techniques to produce actively screened coil 
designs. A simple method is to build a primary coil using standard 
methods. Screened wires are arranged on a cylinder in positions chosen to 
mi the current distribution on a superconducting cylinder o f the same 
diameter which ideally confines all magnetic flux within the screen [60].
An improvement is to vary the dimensions of the primary allowing for 
the presence of the screen [58],[59]. The integrated or Turner target field 
approach allows the design of screened coils to produce any internal field 
variation consistent with Laplaces equation [58],[61]. The software used to 
design the actively shielded gradient coils in this chapter was written by F. 
Goldie of SMIS and uses this approach [62].
Active screening is designed to shield against the induction of eddy 
currents in the magnet cryostat walls. This is normally the first large metal,
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low resistance surface encountered. Its temperature is usually cold 
(assuming a superconducting magnet and 77 K for a nitrogen shield) and 
hence an ideal enviroment for long time constant eddies (up to 500ms). The 
coupling between gradient field and magnet is a complex one, dependant 
on the physical geometry of the magnet cryostat. Using software written by 
Dr F. Goldie o f SMIS Ltd a whole body unshielded gradient set was 
modelled. Moving the cryostat shield axis 2mm off centre with respect to 
the magnetic axis increased the eddy currents by 1 0 % in the shield closest 
to the m agnetic axis. This analysis demonstrates the sensitivity of eddy 
current form ation to variations in distance of the cylindrical cryostat 
radiation shield. It is highly probable that manufacturing tolerances of the 
magnet cryostat will cause assymetries in the cryostat with respect to the 
main static Bq field. It is also probable that inductive coupling between the 
magnet radiation shields and cryostat will occur. Hence the magnet 
assembly will support assymetric eddy current formation. Attemps have 
been made by magnet manufacturers to reduce eddy curents by making the 
superconducting coil former from glass reinforced plastic [63]. Radiation 
shields have been made from insulated strips of copper tape rather than 
continuous cylindrical metal tubes.
Eddy currents which generate a magnetic field component which 
couples to the main static Bq field are particularly irritating. This results 
in a shift in the main static Bq field which results in blurred images and 
spectra. It is called Bo shift. It is therefore paramount to reduce eddy 
current fom ation as much as possible.
In relation to the work of the other Chapters in this thesis it is worth 
considering the effects of Bo shift on gradient echo imaging experiments 
[2 0 ]. The shape of the echo should be independent (to w ithin a sign 
change for the quadrature component) of whether the gradient is positive or
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negative in the first half of the echo period. In practice with an unshielded 
gradient set and even if  the gradients are established many cycles (tens of 
m illiseconds) before the radio frequency pulse it is found that the gradient 
echo shape depends on the relative phase (+ve or -ve first half cycle) due 
prim arily to large Bq shifts [64].
W ell designed and constructed, actively shielded gradients are 
specified to shield up to 99.5% of eddy currents. They are formed from 
concentric windings for z gradients and plates or wire turns for x and y 
gradients. The outer or shield coil is wound in the opposite sense to the 
inner or primary coil. The idea is that the magnetic field from the shield 
will exactly cancel the magnetic field from the primary coil at all distances 
outside the shield coil whilst preserving the gradient in the inner coil 
(Turner [61]). The shielding efficiency is defined as the percentage of 
magnetic field due to the primary coil needed to shield from at a distance 
proportional to the primary radius. It is dependant on the ratio o f inner 
gradient radius to outer shield radius and is shown in figure 4.1. The 
closer the shield to the inner or primary coil the less efficient the design. It 
is obviously desirable to keep the efficiency as high as possible. This is 
determined by the physical dimensions of the magnet bore.
Eddy currents may also be formed in the room temperature rf  probe 
and rf  copper shielding (if any) in the gradient bore tube. Obviously this is 
not possible to shield from as the eddy current source is w ithin the shield. 
Careful attention to design and placemant of components such as capacitors 
on birdcage r f  probes to eliminate current loops, and thin copper strips on 
the bore rather than full sheets will help minimise eddies. These eddy 
currents generally have a short time constant (<50 jaS).
Any residual eddy currents can be quantified by their effect on the 
linewidth of a phantom. Eddy currents will broaden the line width. A large
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gradient is applied to the axis under examination for 0.5 seconds and then 
switched off. The FID is sampled and Fourier Transformed at logarithmic 
time intervals after gradient switch off. Typically the first FID needs to be 
1 ms and the last 3000 ms after the gradient pulse. It is reasonable to 
assume that after 3000 ms any eddy currents will have "died away". This is 
a "reference" or eddy free spectra. Comparing the reference spectral 
linewidth with the linewidth at various times the amount of eddy curent can 
be determined.
The effect of residual eddy currents can be minimised by input 
gradient current pre-emphasis [65] and Bo correction [6 6 ]. Pre-emphasis is 
shaping the output gradient drive waveform with time constants matching 
that o f the observed eddies.
Bo correction is compensation for Bq shift by an independantly driven 
Zo room temperature shim coil. By shaping the Zq output current with 
time constants o f the central N.M.R. spectral frequency shifts, it is possible 
to substantially reduce and even eliminate Bo shift.
It is worth re-emphasing that since the gradients are oscillated at high 
speed in the zig zag multiple pulse technique eddy currents are not a real 
problem whereo-s switching speeds are. In particular in tuned circuit 
applications this requires low resistance and low self capacitance of the 
gradient sets. Low inductance is also needed for fast switching. The new 
2DFT imaging technique described in Chapter 3 uses cosine modulated 
gradients to switch between phase and frequency gradient. This is a more 
gentle transition, deliberately designed to induce less eddy currents.
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4.3. Problems Designing High Field Gradients.
The main manufacturing problems to address are:
To achieve 1 0 0  Gauss/Cm with a 8 cm bore very large current of the 
order of 170 Amps is necessary. Hence the coil resistance must be kept as 
low as possible to reduce heating and drive amplifier voltage requirements. 
This norm ally requires water cooling and hence increases radial build.
The maxium gradient strength available using conventional plate 
technology gives 50 Gauss/Cm. The copper track width reduces as current 
density increases making commercial manufacture more difficult.
There are two standard techniques for cutting the copper. The first is 
by a high pressure je t of water and fine abrasives. The second is by etching 
unprotected areas of metal with acid. For small gradient sets water je t 
cutting is not viable, the high pressure water je t cuts too crude a track. A 
sensible alternative is acid etching. Single sided etching reduces the track 
edge by 50% of the plate thickness, the acid etching at 45° cross section.
A better technique is etching from both sides although care must be 
taken to align artwork on both sides. The artwork must be near perfect, 
since unintentional lines will be etched by the acid! These may cause 
open electrical circuit failures along copper current tracts. M odern photo 
laser printers have far superiour quality over conventional ink printers and 
can irradie ate this problem.
An alternative to etching is a wire design. This is technically 
demanding as accurate grooves to hold the wire must be m illed in the bore 
support tube. The bore tube is normally fabricated in glass reinforced 
plastic. The gradient wire is then wound in the groove. This technique 
enables maximum gradient strengths of approximately 65 Gauss/Cm to be 
attained.
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Providing there is the radial space a better approach is a multiple 
plate design. Advantages are that plates can be thinner and copper tracks 
wider enabling more efficient etching and hence a more accurate agreement 
between actual and theoretical resistance. Furthermore, plates in series 
may produce a much higher field strength than a single plate design and 
hence a much lower operating current. Although the resistance may 
increase the heating is proportional to current squared. This design may 
reduce heating losses and require a less powerful (and cheaper) drive 
amplifer.
Obviously the resistance o f the unit increases as more plates are 
added in series and an optimum design will be reached.
4.4. Techron Simulation
The theoretical behaviour o f a Techron 7780 was modelled using a 
sim ulation package from Crown Corporation the parent company of 
Techron. It was mentioned earlier that they are the industry standard. This 
is because General Electric who sell over 50% of the world market in 
clinical N.M.R. imaging systems use Techron 7780’s. Other system 
m anufacturers use switch mode amplifiers eg Siemens and Binker use 
Copley and Phillips use Analogic.
Switch mode amplifiers are more thermally efficient than linear 
amplifiers. The output transistors switch between on and off and the 
required output current drive shape is an integrated shape o f current pulses. 
The main disadvantage is that they generate a lot of radio frequency 
interference due to the transistor switching which must be elim inated from 
the system. This involves the costly installation of radio frequency 
screened rooms etc. The second disadvantage is that they have a much
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slower risetim e than Techron 7780's and would not be able to be used in 
m ultiple pulse N.M.R. experiments. However the main advantage is that 
they deliver very large current and voltage at 1 0 0 % duty cycles.
Techron have brought out a thermally more efficient amplifier, the 
bilevel 7781. This has two voltage rails which the amplifier can switch
0 32 64 96 128 160 192
Microseconds
Figure 4.2 Input Drive Waveform for Techron Simulation.
224
between to reduce internal heat generation. The model that was 
experim entally used in this research was the single level 7780. Techron 
7780's are high performance amplifiers capable of 180 Amps and 120 Volts. 
They are capable of running in either current or voltage mode. In current 
mode the output current follows as closely as possible the input signal. In 
voltage mode the output voltage follows as closely as possible a scaled 
version of the input signal. The multiple pulse experiments performed in 
this chapter were run with the amplifiers in voltage mode.
The computer simulation parameters were chosen to represent the 
exact actual experimental arrangement. The simulation input waveform was
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Figure 4.3. The Techron sim ulation output The upper trace is the amplifier 
output voltage. The voltage rails are the two parallel horizontal lines. It 
shows that the am plifier is slewing at its maximum rate ju st within the 
available voltage.
The lower trace is the amplifier current output. It shows that it takes 
approxim ately two cycles to reach maximum output current o f 160 amps. 
The sim ulation parameters are identical to the experimental parameters.
a 0 to +ve 8 V switch continuing as a square wave between +ve 8 V and -ve 
8 V pulse slewing in IpS with a period of 32 \xs. It is shown in Figure 4.2.
The sim ulation output is displayed in diagram 4.3. The upper trace is 
the am plifier output voltage. The voltage rails are the two parallel 
horizontal lines. It shows that the amplifier is slewing at its maximum rate 
ju st w ithin the available voltage.
The lower trace is the amplifier current output. It shows that it takes 
approxim ately two cycles to reach maximum output current. It is pleasing 
to see the current output is a desired sine wave of peak amplitude 160 amps 
and period 32 p,S.
4.5. Experimental
The Techrons were tested using the gradients used for the imaging 
experiments described in this thesis. The gradients were an unshielded set 
m anufactured by Magnex Scientific Ltd. The design is wire wound for all 
axis, with an equal inductance of 12 {_iH for each axis. The maximum field 
strength is 10 Gauss/Cm at 92 Amps for all axis.
The exprimental load was a resonant gradient with a high voltage 
400V capacitor in series. The capacitor value was calculated to be 1.44 \x¥  
each axis from the simple series resonance formula
The techrons were run in voltage mode and not current mode for 
stable operation driving current through the capacitor. The gradients were 
driven at 31.25 KHz by a square wave from a SMIS Novix pulse 
programmer. Unfortunately it was not possible to decrease the slew rate 
from the Novix so the amplifiers were over slewed. The maximum amplifer
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slew rate is 50 V per p,S. In the actual experiment this was verified using a 
search coil. To ensure correct phasing of gradient and rf  pulses the field 
from the pick up coil was displayed on an oscilloscope alongwith the rf  
pulses. Since the voltage produced by the pick up coil was proportional to 
dB/dt alignment of the rf  pulses at the sinusoidal maxima of the coil output 
ensured the r f  pulses actually occured at the field zero crossings. This 
allowed the system to be "tuned up". As a general observation, the 
experimental and . simulation results are in close agreement.
The sim ulation trace suggests that 180 amp output is possible. In 
practice this cannot be achieved; the techron overload input signal sensor 
comes on at 6 V input (120 Amps output). This is probably due to the fact 
that the amplifier is being overdriven by the square wave input which 
contains higher order frequencies than the Techron can handle.
The simulation also suggests that there is a slight phase lag between 
input signal and output current o f approximately 30 degrees. A compable 
phase lag was noted experimentally
4.6. A New Multiple Plate High Field Gradient Design For Use in 
Gradient Enhanced Spectroscopy
To achieve high field strengths a multiple plate technique is 
desirable. Existing single gradient plates for x and y gradients are 
conventional technology. By designing a single plate and building up 
layers a stronger gradient can be designed. This is the first attempt at a 
m ultiple plate gradient set for high field spectroscopy in a vertical bore 
magnet system.
A four layer x and y gradient radial build design is shown in diagram 
4.2. The gradient set is designed with axial and radial shims to be used as
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an insert in a vertical bore 400 MHz 104mm diameter spectroscopy magnet. 
The existing amplifiers are Techron 775 Ts which had to be used as the 
gradient drive. They are capable of 20 Amp 34 Volt drive. The customer 
required 38mT/m which was achieved using 4 plates to quadruple the 
strength as 20 Amp drive was only available. The plates were 0,2mm thick 
copper backed with 50p,m thick kapton insulation. The minimum copper 
trackwidth was 4mm and the resistance 0.45 ohms. W ater cooling was not 
necessary as the heat generated did not warrent it. The plates were acid 
etched and designed using the Turner field approach software [61].
The Z gradient was designed using conventional software which 
analyses the field strength at a fixed position from the centre of the gradient
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Figure 4.4 Radial Build of M ultiple Plate Gradient Set.
The radial build diameter in mm is on the right. The gradient clear bore 
was 55mm and the magnet bore 102mm.
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bore. The axial shims Zq, Zg, Z 3 , Z 4  and Z 5 were designed to fit in between 
the Zi gradient windings wherever possible on the inner or outer tube. The 
whole arrangement was made from two g.r.p. (glass reinforced plastic) 
tubes made in house and described in the next section.
This is a new and commercially important innovation which allows a 
new set o f gradient enhanced spectroscopy experiments to be performed 
with existing vertical spectroscopy N.M.R. systems.
4.7. A New Very High Field Strength Gradient Set For Gradient 
Enhanced Spectroscopy
The previous m ultiple plate design can achieve a maximum gradient 
of 20 Gauss/Cm. A new single plate low duty cycle high field gradient set 
was designed and manufactured by the author at Magnex Scientific Ltd. 
The gradients are designed for 75 G/Cm driven by one Techron 7780 per 
axis.
The X and y gradient plates were made from 0.7mm thick copper. 
The minimum copper track width was 1.1mm and the resistance 0.4 ohms. 
The inductance was mH and the strength 0.44 Gauss/cm/Amp. W ater 
cooling was necessary to remove heat and was provided by 1.5mm internal 
diameter plastic pipes wound over the transverse shims between the inner 
and outer or shield tubes. The axial shims were wound between the Z^  
gradient wires, some on the inner and some on the outer tube. These were 
Zj, Z 3 , Z 4  and Zq which was wound as a solenoid over the other shims on the 
inner tube. The nomenclature follows that of Hoult [67]. The transverse 
shims provided were XY, YX, X'-Y", X \  Y \  ZX, Z (X '-Y '). These are acid
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etched 0.1mm thick copper on .05mm thick kapton insulation. They are 
wrapped around the inner bore tube over the axial shims.
Conventional spectroscopy uses room temperature insert shims 
supported on an aluminium bore tube. The system is m agnetically static 
and so eddy curents are not a problem.
To incorporate high field gradients a new design was necessary. A 
non-m etallic bore tube was made in house from GRP cloth strips and then 
covered w ith resin. This is shown in figure 4.5.The support g.r.p. strips are 
in green and the resin cloth black. The resin cloth gave strength to the 
bore tube wall. The process was laborious, small amounts of resin were 
added at a time. It was then necessary to wait until it cured to prevent bulk 
exothermic effects which can cause cracking in the structure. The resin 
provided a surface in which radial and axial grooves could easily be 
machined.
The machined inner tube is shown in figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 shows the 
inner X gradient plate with current interconnects. Figure 4.8 shows a 
tranverse shim being laid on the Y inner gradient. Figure 4.9 shows the 
water cooling tube laid over the inner tube.
The axial shims 7 }^ 7 }  and are wound on the outer gradient tube, 
figure 4.10. The 77 axial shim is wound over the gradient plates on the 
inner tube, figure 4.11.
The completed gradient set is shown after resin impregnation in 
figure 4.12. The arm at the top of the picture bolts to the bottom of the 
cryostat. It contains the gradient cables and prevents movement due to the 
Lorentz force when pulsed in the main static Bq field .
Alignment for orthogonality between inner and outer was tested using 
100 Hz sinusoidal 10 amps peak to peak current on the inner gradient and 
using a pick up coil on the outer gradient. By minimising the pick up signal
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between orthogonal inner and outer the gradients allignments to an accuracy 
o f less than one degree were possible.
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Figure 4.5. Fabricating the inner gradient bore tube in glass cloth and
resin.
89
Figure 4.6 The machined inner gradient tube.
90
Figure 4.7. Laying the X inner gradient plate.
91
Figure 4.8. Laying the transverse shims.
92
mFigure 4.9 . Winding the water cooling.
93
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Figure 4.10. W inding the axial shims on the outer gradient tube.
94
Figure 4.11. W inding the axial shim.
95
Figure 4.12. The finished gradient set.
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CHAPTER 5
A quantitative Analysis of Zeolite Molecular Sieves
by N.M.R
5.1. M otivation
Zeolite m olecular sieves are ultra absorbent inorganic materials with 
numerous commercial applications. Their usefulness is prim arily due to 
their selective absorption of molecules by cages 3 Â to 10 Â in diameter. 
Their properties are exploited in the fields of mineralogy, biochemistry, 
geology, organic and inorganic chemistry, oceanography and 
crystallography. Some of the applications include drying of refrigerants, 
carrying crystals of plastics and rubber, separating hydrogen isotopes, 
stabilising enzymes and the separation and recovery of hydrocarbons. They 
are used extensively in water softening where ion exchange between 'hard' 
calcium and 'soft' sodium softens the water. Zeolite molecular sieves are 
used as cracking catalysts in the production of oil, saving m illions of 
pounds in operating expenses and are thus of great commercial value to the 
oil industry.
There are many commercial adsorbents which are generally used for 
the separation of gas and vapour mixtures. These include the activated
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carbons, activated clays, inorganic gels such as silica gel and activated 
alumina and the crystalline alum inosilicate zeolites. W ith the exception of 
the zeolites none possess an ordered structure and consequently have non- 
uniform  pores ranging from 20 Â to several thousand Â. Hence widely 
varying m olecular species will be absorbed.
Zeolites have well defined cage sizes and are excellent at selective 
absorbortion of molecules of specific sizes. These cages completely 
exclude molecules which are larger than their diameter. Zeolites also have 
a very high internal surface area available for absorption.
NM R has been used extensively to study zeolites. Early experiments 
concentrated on bulk relaxation studies of small molecules absorbed in the 
cages in equilibrated samples [6 8 ]. Subsequent work used high resolution 
magic angle spinning spectroscopy to study structure [69]. The dynamics of 
absorption of water by zeolites in non-equilibrated samples is of great 
industrial value. However, dynamics in these samples can not be studied by 
bulk relaxation measurements nor by spectroscopy. M oreover it is not 
possible to study non-equilibrium  dynamics using liquid state imaging 
because the confining of small molecules in small cages reduces the T  ^
relaxation time considerably due to restricted mobility. Additional line 
broading results from suceptibility variations. The results presented in this 
chapter represent one of the first attempts to spatially map water transport 
in non-equilibrated samples using the solid state techniques. The 
techniques adopted are those discussed in chapters 2 and 3.
5.2, The Structure of Crystalline Aluminosilicate Zeolite A
Zeolites are crystalline hydrated aluminosilicates o f group I and II 
elements. Their structure is built up on a framework of AIO 4  and SiO^
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tetrahedra.
The structural formula o f a zeolite is best expressed for the typical 
unit pseudo cell [70]. The true cell is obtained by multiplying the unit by 
eight.
N a,, [(Al 0 ,) ,,(S i 0 ,) ,J .2 7  H ,0  [5.1]
Zeolite A is synthesized by mixing a solution of sodium aluminate 
and sodium hydroxide with a solution of sodium meta-silicate. Aluminium 
is III valent and silicon IV valent. To preserve the electrical neutrality of 
the tetrahedral structure with oxygen 1 2 , monovalent sodium cations per 
unit cell are required. In hydrated zeolite 8  sodium atoms occupy site 1 
next to the S6 R openings to the beta cages (the hexagonal alternating ring 
of aluminium and silicon atoms). Three occupy site 2 near the centre o f the 
S 8 R's (the octagonal ring of alternating aluminium and silicon atoms). The 
twelth sodium atom sits in the centre of the beta cage. This nomenclature is 
described in Dyer [71].
The unit cell o f zeolite A contains 24 tetrahedra, 12 AIO 4  and 12 
Si0 4 . The AIO4 and Si0 4  are arranged to form a truncated octahedron. This 
building block is called a sodalite cage. Arranging the cages in a regular 
array so that each square face, (consisting of 4 oxygen ions) is shared by 
two sodalite cages produces the mineral sodalite.
In zeolite A the sodalite cages are more widely stacked. The cages 
are connected by bridging oxygen ions between the four membered oxygen 
rings. This is shown in figure 5.1. The centre of structure is a large cavity 
having a free diameter of 11.4 Â. This is referred to as a alpha cage.
The surrounding eight smaller cages are called beta cages and have a 
free diameter of 6 . 6  A. They can therefore acco m o d a tesm all
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molecules like and HjO.
W hen fully hydrated the unit cell contains 28 water molecules. 1 2  
water m olecules in the alpha cage and 16 in the eight beta cages. There are 
two interconnecting channels between units cells, alpha to alpha cages and 
alpha to beta to alpha cages.
For a comprehensive review the reader is referred to Zeolite 
M olecular Sieves by Breck [72].
Figure 5.1. The atomic structure o f Zeolite A.
5.3.1. Quantification Of Unilever Zeolite A Samples Using NMR.
Four zeolite A samples of different known hydrations were prepared 
by Unilever Pic. The samples were sealed in glass to prevent atmospheric 
water vapour contamination and were labelled 135, 450, 80 and H. The 
respective water contents as a percentage of total mass were 2.7%, 8.5%,
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17.5% and 22% for samples 135, 450, 80 and H respectively.
5.3.2. Measurement Of Tj With a CPMG Sequence
A simple FID proved inadequate to accurately measure Tj. This was 
prim arily due to the low homogeneity of the NMR magnet available. To 
overcome the problems and measure Tg and not T* a Carr Purcell Meiboom
Gill (CPMG) sequence was implemented. In pulse timing notation the 
CPMG sequence is written:
90, x/2(180, xl80„ x)„ [5.2]
where t  is the time period between successive 180“ radio frequency pulses 
of alternating x and -x phase. The experimental radio frequency 90“ and 
180“ pulse lengths were 2.0 ps and 4.0 ps respectively, x was 100 ps and the 
even echo amplitude recorded. The raw data is displayed on the Isft in 
graph 5.2. Due to noise in the data set, negative amplitude data points 
occur for some samples. The natural logarithm is undefined for negative 
numbers. To make a positive data set an offset of 2  was added to the 
amplitude data. A two component exponential was fitted to each data curve 
for the four samples. The n^Kt hand graph of figure 5.2 shows the natural 
log of the CPMG even echo amplitude together with two component 
exponential decay fits to the data. From these the m agnetisation amplitude 
at time t = 0  was inferred for each of the two components, Moiong and Moshon- 
The amplitude ratio Moiong/Mo^ hort was calculated. The results are shown in 
table 5.1. From table 5.1 it can be seen that the unhydrated sample, 135, 
has a single short T  ^ component o f approximately 290 ps. As the samples 
become more hydrated a long T  ^component is measured which increases to 
a maximum value of approximately ITOOps for the hydrated sample H.
101
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W ith increasing hydration the shorter component decreases.
Table 5.2 shows the calculation of the total signal amplitude at t=0 
divided by mass of water. The initial signal is expected to be proportional 
to the total hydrogen content (water content) of the sample. Hence this 
ratio should be a constant. The mass of water was calculated from the mass 
in grammes of the sample and percentage of water from the hydration 
figures supplied by Unilever.
Sample Double Exponential CPMG Fit O^Long
O^Short
H
-t -t
4.866exp*^® +17.05exp’®^ 3.5
80
—t —t
4.81 exp + 9.49 exp 1.97
135
-t
5. 8  lexp25° + insignificant 0
450
-t -t
3.84 exp 4- 85 exp 1.63
o
Table 5.1 Two component fits to the even echo amplitude CPMG data 
where t is in pS.
It is interesting to see that samples H, 80 and 135 are se lf consistent 
with an average signal amplitude to mass of water ratio of 330. Sample 450 
is not consistent. Taking 330 as being a correct value for sample 450, the 
sample appears to have a water content o f 14% and not 2.7%.
This discrepancy is easy to explain. On examination sample 450 had 
a very small hole in the epoxy seal of the protective glass jacket encasing 
the sample. W ater was thus able to penetrate and contaminate the sample. 
This would account for the much higher water content of sample 450.
One possibility is that the short component signal results from water in the 
beta cages and the long component signal from water in the alpha cages.
The cages are in the approximate volume ratio 1:4.
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Sample Z M
(t= 0 )
Mass (g) % mass mass of 
water
massofwater
H 21.9 0.317 21.5 0.068 322
80 14.3 0.260 17.4 0.045 317
135 5.8 0.218 8.5 0.018 341
450 1 0 . 1 0.176 2.7 0.0047 2 0 2 0
Table 5.2. Sample mass and signal data.
Sample M odified Two Component Fit Z M O^Long
O^Short
H
-t -t
4.31 exp +17.23 exp 21.53 316
80
-t -t
2.71exp‘3i + 10.82 exp^ 13.52 300
135
-t -t
1.18 exp + 4.71 exp^ 2° 5.88 326
450
-t -t
1.73exp”° + 6.908 exp 997 8.63 1836
Table 5.3 CPMG fits forced into 1:4 amplitude ratio where t is in jaS,
The two components o f CPMG fits where forced into the amplitude 
ratio 1:4. The modified fit parameters are displayed in Table 5.3.
Figure 5.3 shows the natural logarithm of the free and forced m agnetisation 
amplitude fits against time together with the data. Both fits are reasonably 
good.
Figure 5.4 shows the forced 1:4 data fit and free data fit signal 
amplitude at time t=0 against magnetisation intensity. A line to guide the 
eye is also shown.
It can be seen that with the exception of the contaminated sample 450 
there is close agreement with the free and forced data fits. The closeness of 
points indicates that the assignment of the components is reasonable though
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not proven.
A simple exchange model can be invoked to explain the changes in 
observed Tg with hydration content. At high hydrations molecules cannot 
easily migrate between cages since, if  cages are full, molecules must pass in 
the narrow pore windows. Consequently two distinct values are seen, 
one for the large alpha cages and one for the smaller beta cages. As the 
hydration content is reduced so m igration is possible and an average Tj is 
measured according to the formula
1 ^   ^ % _ a  ^  M ) , J _  [5.3]
T T^a TjP 100
The difficulty with this simple model is that it is hard to justify  the
required rapid inter-cage diffusion in low hydration samples. An alternative
possibility  is that in each cage the observed Tg is an average of the T  ^ o f
surface bound molecules and of the molecules in the bulk of the cage.
1  _ .% surface % volume. 1
\  surface volume / '   ^ L Jt " '  T ~  T ~  ' 100
2 2 2
As the hydration is reduced so the surface component becomes increasingly 
important.
The relatively low signal to noise and the limited number of 
experimental points in the CPMG echo train which include the short 
component makes distinction between these arguments very difficult. The 
reader is referred to the literature for a more complete discussion [73],[74] 
and [75]. However whiche^e/' model is correct these experiemnts 
forcefully demonstrate the requirement for short Tj imaging protocols for 
quantitative studies of non-equilibrated samples.
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5.3.3. Diffusion
The CPMG experiment may be used in a simple manner to observe 
diffusion in the zeolite samples. Diffusion of spins in the presence o f a 
field gradient results in magnetisation dephasing which cannot be 
refocussed. In zeolites gradients will arise from spatial susceptibility 
varations. The CPMG sequence is repeated for different pulse gaps, x, 
(echo time). The longer the sample is "undisturbed" the more pronounced 
the diffusion effects will be and the apparent Tj will be shortened. This is 
most easily exploited in pulsed field gradient measurements o f diffusion
[51].
For a steady gradient, the echo amplitude M(2x) is given by
M (2 x) = M (0 )e x p (^ )  e x p ( - (y ^ ) ' | d  x’) [5.6]
where D is the diffusion coefficient and dB/dZ the field gradient term [9].
In zeolites, local susceptibility variations cause strong field gradients 
from which we might expect to observe diffusion effects. The dependence 
of m agnetisation versus time of zeolite sample 135 for CPMG sequences 
with x's o f 100|iS, 200p,S, 400p.S and SOO^ lS is shown in figure 5.5. It is 
seen that when spread is taken into account the plots are all fairly close. 
This shows relatively little evidence of diffusion as a function of x, at least 
for the available experimental parameters. The first odd echo intensity is 
shown in figure5.6 as a function of x. This graph is also reasonably linear. 
Consequently, overall this data pe^rhaps favours the surface/volume 
assignment rather than the a/(3 assignment of the two components of the 
decay curves.
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5.3.4. Back to Back ID Imaging Of Sealed Samples
The three equilibrated and well chacterised samples were imaged in 
pairs back to back in one dimension with various multiple pulse refocussed 
imaging sequences. This was prim arily to demonstrate quantitive imaging.
Zeolite powders have very broad NMR lines due to a large
susceptibility effect. The multiple pulse imaging sequences were chosen
prim arily because they refocuss inhomogeneous broadening (in the absence 
of diffusion on a time scale equivalent to the cycle time) and less because 
o f their ability to line narrow the sample.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the profiles and are reproduced from chapter 
2  Figures 2 . 6  and 2.7 respectively. Graph 5.7 shows the samples imaged 
using the zig zag m ultiple pulse sequence with sinusoidal resonant 
gradients. The three profiles are of samples H:135, 80:135 and H:80
respectively. The radio frequency pulse gap used is 16 i^ is and the pulse
length 2 |is. The gradients are driven sinusoidally using series tuned 
gradients with a period of 32p,s and an amplitude of 3 Gauss/Cm. It is 
obvious from the peak heights which sample is which since the peak 
intensity reflects water content.
The relative amplitude of the peaks is consistant with a mass analysis 
o f the samples. Taking the calculated mass of water in each sample the 
integrated peak intensities should be in the ratios 3 .0 :0 .8 , 2 .0 :0 . 8  and 
3.0:2.0 (from table 5.2). The actual integrated areas of peaks for the 
various pairs are 2.32:0.8, 1.9:0.8 , and 2.32:2. The integration was
perform ed after removing the delta function artifact at the centre o f each 
profile. The agreement is good except there is some loss of intensity, but 
not a total loss, for the least hydrated sample.
Graph 5.8 shows the same samples imaged using the zigzag 24 pulse
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sequence as described in chapter 2. The experimental parameters are 
otherwise unchanged. The integrated peak areas for the samples is 2.54:0.8, 
1.94:0.8 and 2.67:0.8. It is noted that the the 24 pulse sequence data is in 
closer agreement with the water mass ratios from table 5.2 as might be 
expected o f a superior pulse sequence.
Comparing figures 5.7 and 5.8 it can be seen that all sample peak 
heights are greater in figure 5.8 and also slightly narrower. This indicates 
the 24 pulse sequence gives better spatial resolution than the 6  pulse 
sequence.
5.3.5. ID Multiple Pulse Imaging Of Water Absorption Into 
Zeolite A.
Nom inally dry zeolite A powder, consisting of 3 p,m diameter 
particles was heated for 24 hours at 110°C to ensure that the sample was 
completely dry. In hindsight it is now known that this is not good enough 
and that the samples were only partially dehydrated at the start of each 
experimental run. Experimentally this is evidenced by the fact that a 
profile was immediately observable after drying.
A teflon cup 15mm long by 8 mm diameter was loosely packed with 
0.65g of the dried zeolite A powder and left in a constant humidity chamber 
of saturated water vapour at 30°C, the open end of the sample being exposed 
to the vapour. The sample was periodically removed from the chamber and 
a one dimensional profile along its length (figure 5.9) acquired. In this 
figure the inset shows the initial profile which was subtracted from all 
subsequent profiles, a subset of these being shown in the main figure. 
These profiles thus represent absorbed water.
The zig zag one dimensional 6  pulse imaging sequence was used.
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The 90 r f  pulse length was 2 pS and the inter-pulse length 16 pS. The 
gradients were resonantly driven at 31.25 kHz with a 1.44pF capacitor in 
line in the manner described in chapter 4. The gradient strength was 3 
Gauss/cm.
Figure 5.10 shows the integrated magnetisation as a function of time 
and shows that the water uptake proceeds linearly with time. A sharp water 
front is seen to advance into the sample at a rate of approximately 0.5 cm 
per day.
5.4. A Simple ID Computer Diffusion Model
A one dimensional computer simulation of water diffusion into 
zeolites was run at the University of Kent. The program was w ritten by Dr. 
M orley Halse o f the Physics Department o f the University of Kent. 
Theoretical profiles generated by the model were compared with the 
experimental data of graph 5.9. until the closest agreement was achieved. It 
must be stressed that this is a very simple model the main elements of 
which are:
a) The m aterial is represented by an array of 32 elements.
b) The first element is a buffer representing the outside o f the material.
c) The second element is initialised with two particles of water as a 
starting condition.
d) A water particle is chosen at random and it is decided according a 
random selection process whether or not it is to be moved to the left 
or right. The probability o f being moved is thus related to the 
concentration of particles at that point.
e) After moving a particle, a new particle is injected into element 2 and 
the process repeated.
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f) A number of simulations are run and the average is recorded.
It was found that for the best experimental fit a concentration 
threshold of 15 in any one element (including element 2) was needed. This 
simply means that when 15 water particles accumulate in one array element 
the particles in that array element are definitely moved. The system will 
therefore be more mobile above this threshold.
The simulated curves for times of 4,24,48 and 90 programme time 
units is shown in the figue 5.11 along with the experimental NMR data. It 
can be seen that the curves level off at the 15 particle threshold. On the far 
right is the concentration gradient resulting from injection of water 
m olecules at the surface (step e above) which drives the overall diffusion 
from right to left.
Figure 5.12. shows the simulated data convolved w ith a Gaussian 
function o f width factor 3 elements. This represents broadening due to the 
NMR imaging procedure having finite resolution. Alongside is the 
experimental NMR data.
Although the fits are rough they illustrate some success for this 
simple programme and the threshold factor.
5.5. Discussion
There are four main processes of diffusion present in the sample. 
These are:
1) Diffusion between particles of powder.
2) D iffusion between crystallites within a particle of powder.
3) D iffusion between cages within crystallites.
4) Diffusion within cages o f a crystallite.
The effects of the first of these and to a lesser extent the second can
be resolved by NMR imaging. The third and fourth can only be measured
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using relaxation time analysis such as that described in section 5.3.
The results o f the imaging experiments are most interesting and novel. 
They clearly suggest that a water molecule will be absorbed on hitting a 
powder particle surface if  the surface is not hydrated. This is because the 
diffusion profiles shown by the imaging experiments are non-Fickian. That 
is they do not obey a solution of the diffusion equation
5t ÔX^= D —  [5.7]
Where n is concentration, D the coefficient of diffusion, x distance and t 
time [76].
Solutions to this equation for the boundary conditions of these 
experiments are exponential profiles. Mass uptake for Fickian processes 
proceeds as t'^ .^ In these experiemnts, mass uptake proceeds linearly with 
time and the observed profiles are rectangular in shape. This is rem iniscent 
of CASE II diffusion where the mass uptake is linear with time [51].
It is possible to understand why this CASE II rather than Fickian 
diffusion might characterise the water uptake into zeolite plugs. 
Dehydrated zeolites very readily absorb water. The mean free path o f a 
water m olecule in the atmosphere can be calculated using simple ideal gas 
kinetics using Maxwell's mean free path [77] equation
Where X  is the mean free path, a  is the distance between centres of a 
m olecule and N is the number o f molecules per unit volume. N was 
calculated from the equation
N = ^  [5.9]mw
Where p is the density if  air at S.T.P. (1.3 kg/m~^), mw the average 
m olecular weight of air (taken to be 25 grammes) and is Avogadro's
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number.
Taking an approximate value of <j of 5A, the mean free path was 
calculated to be approximately 300 A.
The zeolite particles o f the plugs are 3 jum in diameter. The inter 
particle spaces are expected to have a comparable characteristic dimension. 
Hence, the water molecules will collide with a zeolite particle 
approxim ately once in every one hundred molecular collisions. A water 
molecule has a high probability of absorption by the zeolite when it 
encounters a particle i f  the particle surface is not fully hydrated. This is 
what the computer model simulates. The model does not take into account 
the rate at which surface absorbed molecules go to the centre of a particle 
so freeing the surface again. If  the latter rate is sufficiently fast, then a 
linear mass water increase with time will be observed. As a linear uptake is 
seen we can conclude that intra particle diffusion rates are fast.
The threshhold number of water molecules in the computer simulation 
reflects the total capacity of a particle to absorb water, that is the maxium 
amount that one can get in.
In conclusion it can be stated that it as been shown for the first time 
using broadline NMR imaging that the ingress of water into zeolite plugs 
proceeds according to a CASE II type diffusion process.
I l l
CHAPTER 6
6.1 Discussion
The work in this thesis demonstrates multiple pulse NMR as a 
powerful line narrowing technique for the imaging, and quantative analysis 
o f solids.
Chapter 2 analyses the properties of the zig zag sequence and shows 
that it can be improved by constructing longer symmetrised 12 and 24 pulse 
sequences. The 6  pulse sequence was further improved by sampling data in 
every third window and phase cycling.
This was experimentally verified with 1 D images of zeolite A 
powders. It was demonstrated for the first time that the ingress of water 
into zeolite A plugs proceeds according to a CASE II type diffusion 
process.
It was shown that blipping gradients only in the imaging windows 
inproves the sequence. It would be instructive to compare 1 D images of 
the blipped 24 pulse with the sinusoidally oscillating 6  and 24 pulse 
sequences. Unfortunately time did not permit these experiments. However, 
the sequence was implemented and a 2 D image of a solid phantom 
presented.
A new patented 6  pulse 2DFT solids imaging method is compared to 
other methods in chapters. The gradients are modulated by a cosine
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envelope to reduce eddy current formation when switching between phase 
and frequency gradient.
A future line of possible research is the development o f a very low 
inductance, high field strength and high frequency (30 kHz) gradient set for 
"blipped" sequences.
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